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A C OHSIDERATI Oil OP THE PROBLEMS OP GOOD ADD EVIL IE THE WORKS 

OP HEERY FIELDING 

The philosophical development of an age is recorded in the 

volumes devoted to the investigation of the origin and nature of 

the universe and man’s relation to it* Does the progress in in- 

tellectual concepts have any effect on the lives of the great 

mass of people? Is the progress or retrogression confined to 

the intelligentsia, or is it visible in the general movements 

of the age? The actual influence of a system of philosophy in 

the national life is apparent, not in the learned treatises which 

follow or deviate from that system, but in the imaginative liter¬ 

ature of the nation* Here are the popular reactions to philoso¬ 

phy, in so for as philosophies are ever popular* The general 

thesis of a novel forms the yea or nay to the assertions of a 

philosopher’s theory. The moral philosophy of a novel is the 

experimental laboratory where concepts of good and evil are put 

to the test* Too often, of course, reality itself is moulded to 

fit an author’s hobby, but more often, and certainly more correct¬ 

ly, the consequences of acting by certain codes are exploited* 

The consciousness of an age can be estimated by the extent of the 

current philosophical theories, or the reactions to those theories 

in the imaginative literature* 

The English 18th century was one of the most conscious in 

English literary history* Pamphlets, yellow and otherwise, were 

never more abundant* Philosophically it was a hectic age, and 

this furor of controversy is fully reflected in the novels and 

novelists of the age. 
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Henry Fielding is one who entered as fully into the prob¬ 

lems of that age as any* He was the critic» but he was also the 

theorist in his own right* He Judged and applied the current 

theories and he also advocated a theory himself* Beginning as 

en imitator of the Congreve type of comedy, he passed to drema 

filled with political satire, and then, by the force of circum¬ 

stance, into the periodical essay. This early work, however, is 

a mere prelude to his main contribution to the 18th century, the 

four novels* Fielding’s interest in philosophical problems began 

with a violent reaction to a theory of ethics expounded by Samuel 

Richardson. It came to full growth in Tom Jones, which contains 

Fielding’s own theory, as well as his most extensive criticism of 

contemporary thought. It passed to a mature and less exuberant 

middle age in Amelia. and in the Covent Garden Journal, it cane 

to a sober close* Exactly what was Fielding’s reaction to Rich¬ 

ardson’s ethics? What was his own solution of the relation of 

man to the world? To what extent was Fielding representative of 

the age in which he lived? And finally, what is the critical ‘es¬ 

timate of the ideas set forth in the novels? These are the ques¬ 

tions which I shall attempt to answer in the following investiga¬ 

tion, devoting more space to my own interpretation of the novels, 

influenced to some extent by my reading, rather than to that of 

any one authority. 

I 

Fielding’s first play, Love in Several Masques, was produced 

at Drury Lane Theatre in February, 1728,* when he was approximately 

*See Cross, History of Henry Fielding (New Haven, 1918), I, 61* 
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twenty years of age* His last important play, The Historical Hep*» 

ister for 1736» was produced in April, 1737, when he was approxi- 

mately thirty years^of age* 3etween these two limits a great many 

inconsiderable plays came from Pielding*s pen* nearly all of them 

can he passed through at a running speed, hut the ten years as a 

playwright were not a period of undevelopment, and even in the in¬ 

significant plays there are outlines of characters that appear 

later in full development in the novels* The first plays, a3 

illustrated hy Love in Several Masques were only less witty, less 

brilliant, less subtle, less complex imitations of the comedies 

of Congreve* Don Quixote in England, coming in 1734, is a decided 

advance in interest and individuality, and has even a few scenes 

of satire on the method of conducting elections* The Historical 

Register is, however, a sincere attempt to expose the corrupt 

politics of the Walpole era* The gullibility and ignorance of 

the people, rnd the scheming crookedness of the Prime Minister 

is portrayed in some exceedingly blunt and to-the-point scenes, 

which could have left no doubt in the mind of the audience as to 

the import of the words and actions. It was serious political 

satire, and that it was received as such is shown by the fact 

that it was the immediate cause of the passage of the licen sing 

act in the following June, which closed the theatre, and hence 

the dramatic career of Henry Fielding. 

This last play ha3 a mixture of social and political satire 

that serves well as a transition to the essays in the Champion, 

which contains some of the elements of the plays in a more pro¬ 

nounced form* These first stirrings in the plays and essays are 
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inconsiderable when placed beside the definite ideas in the 

novels, but they have an interest for the student of Fielding 

because they are first forms# The last plays, Pasquin and the 

Register do show an advance from the superficial treatment of 

the intrigues of the town# In Don Quixote (1734), the political 

satire was introduced more for comic purposes than for any real 

desire to expose the practice of bribery, but in the Register 

there is without doubt a Berious intent# The corruption in the 

Ministry had aroused the indignation of Fielding, and he wished 

to show the people what sort of men were at the heed of their 

government# The play does not approach the bitterness of Jona¬ 

than Wild# but it shows that the young playwright had begun to 

thinlc about contemporary problems, end to heve ideas about sub¬ 

jects not purely literary and conventional# Fielding is not yet 

concerned with the personal morality of individual members of 

society, but he has a desire to expose political vice and intrigue 

so as to prevent the people from reelecting such a man as T/alpole# 

The change is from conventional imitation to individual expression 

of his own opinions# 

II 

On Thursday, November 15, 1739, appeared the first issue of 

the Champion, a tri-weekly newspaper to which Fielding contributed 

a large number of essays or "leaders#" The paper was modeled upon 

the Spectator, and just as Steele constructed the Bickerstaff fam¬ 

ily, with Isaac as the editor, so Fielding constructed the Vinegar 

family, with Captain Hercules as the editor and wielder of the 

cudgel# Captain Hercules proposed to give the news of the moral 
0 



world, to deal with the follies of society, and the virtues end 

vices inherent in human nature; or es he says, "llor would it he 

enough that those greater crimes should he punished; the covetous, 

the prodigal, the ambitious, the voluptuous, the bully, the vain, 

the hypocrite, the flatterer, the slanderer, all call aloud for 

the champion*s vengeance. In short, whatever is wicked, hateful, 

absurd or ridiculous, must be exposed and punished before this 

nation is brought to that height of purity and good manners to 
o 

which I wish to see it exalted," As the self-appointed censor 

of Great Britain, Fielding passes from political satire into the 

beginning of his discussion of the problems of right and wrong. 

The question of assigning the essays in the Champion has been 

a matter of much dispute. Fielding and James Ralph were the main 

contributors, but none of the essays were signed by name, I shall 
3 

rely on the authority of Cross who agrees with Austin Dobson in 

assigning to Fielding all of the papers signed "C" and ML,M and 

twelve other essays not included in the Henley edition of the 

Champion papers, 

Although the alia of the Champion was social entire for the 

purpose of correction, the Fielding of the political scenes in 

Pe3cmln and the Historical Register occasionally speaks out against 

his arch-enemy, the Prime Minister, The conduct of the political 

part of the paper was in general left to Ralph, but Fielding has 

numerous references to the use of bribery and corruption in the 

\7alpole ministry. The essay for December the 18th is à stirring 

Yielding, Champion (London, 1743), I, 117, 
3 

See Cross, History of Henry Fielding (Hew Haven, 1918), 1, 256, 
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plea to the citizens of London to exercise their righto ao 

leaders of the realm, and to lead the nation in throwing off 

the yoke of "blpole, The most extended article against the 

Prime Minister is the essay of February 28th which contains a 

list of the elements of "Prime Ministry" which are to be taught 

to all who wish to learn. There is a most humorous and satiri¬ 

cal list which includes-"» very particular broad grin," and 

"slanders of the blackest kind," The last political article 

compares Walpole to a quack doctor who tries to cure all ail¬ 

ments by a single remedy, "aurum potabile," 

The essays dealing with political satire are of value in 

gauging the depth of Fielding*s interest in an actual reform of 

abuses and corrupt practices, These essays are, however, only 

a very small part of the whole number which he wrote for the 

Champion, The main interest for the student of Fielding is not 

in those hits at Walpole, nor in the ridicule of Colley Cibber, 

nor in the many essays of social satire. One feels that Fielding 

wrote casually, rather mechanically, yet not disinterestedly of 

the follies of the age. The absurdity of investing money in the 

lottery, the emptiness of polite conversation, the vanity and 

hypocrisy of lawyers, the ostentation of 1er riling in the physi¬ 

cians, the general love of money, and the contempt for virtue — 

such are the subjects which filled the pages of the Champion, The 

tone of the essays is not that of conventional satire found in 

the Temple Beau, It is not the tenor of the more violent politi¬ 

cal articles dealing with the Ministry, It is not that of the 

vigorous ridicule of Colley Cibber, It is the tone of gentle 
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social satire — a tone end style which are not the most inter¬ 

esting of any found in the Champion* The subjects of these essays 

■were only passing interests for Fielding, and they do not con¬ 

tain his best work* In those papers dealing with human nature, 

the virtues and vices of the clergymen, and the deists and ath¬ 

eists, one finds more definite opinions and more concise express¬ 

ion* These were topics of more than a week*s concern, matters 

about which Fielding had thought for some tine, end matters which 

were to become later vital problems in the novels* In the more 

occasional essays the penetrating analysis usually characteristic 

of Fielding is lacking. They were articles written on the spur 

of the moment, and for that reason, do not contain the evidence 

of any serious thinking* It is the result of Fielding*s thinking 

that is the main theme of this investigation* 

Since the nature of man was the main problem of the novels, 

it is interesting to note Fielding*s position in the Champion. 

It is not a strikingly new or original idea, but it is extremely 

characteristic of Fielding that he places human nature on the 

half-way mark between good and evil* "for, though I am unwilling 

to look on human nature as a mere sink of iniquity, I am far from 

insinuating that it is a state of perfection.Wickedness un¬ 

doubtedly exists, yet one must not judge the whole world by one 

evil member of society* Doctors and lawyers have been satirized 

in other essays, but Fielding is careful to remind the reader that 

it is the individual members and not the whole profession which 

^Champion (London, 1743), I, flO. 
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he is ridiculing;* The sane idea is repeated in the "Apology 

for the Clergy" where he rebukes those writers who damn the 

whole Christian church because of one lotten person* / person 

who looks upon the whole human race as utterly depraved is judg¬ 

ing his fellow beings by the corrupt standards existing in his 

own mind, and such a man is just as dangerous to society as an 

actual criminal* The only safe way of judging mankind is by 

5 
their words and actions, chiefly by means of the latter. Look¬ 

ing at man in the light of his actions, one could not sincerely 

say that he was utterly depraved; and to propagate such erroneous 

opinions of human nature is to help to bring about the "extirpa¬ 

tion of all Society, all Morality, and all Religion," 

It is on the charge of extirpating all morality and religion 

that Fielding begins his attack on his life-long enemies, the 

deists and atheists. He speaks of the two in the sjme breath 

and seems to make very little distinct!on between then* Fielding’s 

main objection is that the deiscs have attempted to deprive man 

of all hope of a future life, end the atheists to deny the very 

existence of a deity. They wish to deprive mankind of all re¬ 

ligion and all morality, and to what purpose? Fielding himself 

is convinced of the existence of a future strate and of the imnor- 
6 

tality of the soul, but even supiosing that there were no after 

5 
It is significant of the change in the moral judgments of Fielding 
that he judges Tom Jones by his Intentions, very seldom by his 
actions* "A single bad act does not constitute a villain." 

6 
"I shell not here enter into the Discussion of Points of so great 
Consequence, end which have been so often and so well proved as 
the Imnortality of the Soul, and the Certainty of a future State," 
(Champion. I, 208*) 
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life» he thinks that it would surely he to the interest of 

every mrn to supxose that there were. A man is surely happier 

in the expectation of Paradise than in a state of nonentity and 

nothingness* "An evil vdiich admits of no remedy a wise nan 

would surely wish to remain in ignorance of*M 

Fielding’s exceedingly unphilosophical desire to refrain 

from discussing a delicate problem indicates that he was not 

himself so very certain that any proof existed for the presence 

of God and a future state* hot that he doubted, but he thought 

it best to accept the main propositions, and ask no questions* 

He does not attempt any refutation of the deistlcel doctrine as 

he does in Tom Jones; he merely appeals to the emotions, and 

says that "Man is happy as he isj why not leave him alone?" 

Fielding’s opposition to the deists at the time of the 

Champion has not, in fact, assumed the definite outlines that 

it has in Tom Jones* The philosophers’ tendency to define man 

by an observation of his external figure, without any attention 

to his passions or his habits, arouses his indignation here as 

it does in Jones, but in the Champion he accuses the deists of 

7 
regarding man as a most degenerate and depraved creature* It 

seems to be the Mande villian class of deists whom he is opposing 

here, rather than the superficially optimistic class to which 

Clarke and Toland and Tindal belonged, and which he ridicules 

in Square, Mandeville, in the Fable of the Bees, had proclaimed 

^"”ras human nature really as depraved, and totally bad as they 
represent it, surely the Discovery is of the same kind with 
his, who with great Pains persuaded hie Friend that a 
was false to him," (Champion, I, 207*) 
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that nan wa3 essentially a selfish being, and that all charitable 

and altruistic actions actually proceeded from a basically selfish 

motive* The sub-title of the piece was Private Vices. Public 

Benefits* Yielding 3aysj *Y.hile one Part of this Tribe hove 

been kicking our Religion out of Doors, another have as strenu¬ 

ously applied themselves to send our llornls after, \7e have seen 

Religion represented as a Grievance, and Vices very xaodestly 

8 
called the chief Benefits to a llation," He undoubtedly lies 

Uandeville in mind, for that vigorous philosopher contended 

that a nation thrived on vice, and thrt if all vice were abol¬ 

ished, a country would i.mediately fail economically as veil as 

norally, 

Fielding accuses these philosophers of setting up evil as 

the greatest virtue, and of attempting to bring men down to the 

level of iniquity and vice, 7/ere man really as evil as they 

represent him, and should they succeed in removing all religion 

and morality, they would soon have a nation of brutish bea3t3 

all following their own inclinations and passions. Deprived of 

a hope of future rewards, man would be utterly miserable in this 

life, and the deists and atheists would have succeeded in bringing 

ruin and havoc on the human race, 

In order to combat this erroneous idea of virtue, Fielding 

undertakes to present virtue in its natural beauty, end to show 

that it is not that tyrant Which it has been painted, but a pro¬ 

tection against excess, "Virtue forbids not the satisfying of 

our appetites, virtue forbids us to glut and destroy them,* "It 

indulges us in the use and preserves us from abuse of our passiono," 

^Champion, I, 207, 
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Moderation in all things is whrt Fielding advocates in his 

analysis of virtue and vice. It is an old idea, "but it is 

one of the doctrines which reappears in a much stronger form 

in Joseph .Andrews and Tom Jones, It was extremely character¬ 

istic of the current morality of this period in the 18th cen¬ 

tury, and was preached from the pulpits as well as in the per¬ 

iodical essays, Nothing was farther from the moral code of 

the middle of the century then a rigid asceticism. One divine 

said to the young, "We call you not to renounce pleasure, "but 

9 
to enjoy it in safety,H 

Fielding shows that virtue is not so difficult to follow 

as is generally supposed, and he points out that misery attends 

vice, and happiness, virtue, Moderate ambition, self-interest, 

and fairly-acquired wealth are all compatible with virtue; in 

fact, "her commands are most easy, and her Burthens light; she 

commands us no more than to he happy, and forbids us nothing 

10 
but Destruction," In his discussions of virtue and vice, 

Fielding cones dangerously near the prudential morality which 

Richardson embodied in his Pamela, and v/hich caused the reaction 

which resulted in Shamela and Joseph /ndrews. There is slightly 

more emphasis on the peace of mind than oh the material comforts, 

in these essays, but Fielding indicates that if one is moderately 

virtuous, all these things will be added PS a reward. The way 

to eschew vice is to have a complete knowledge of one*s own 

^See Leslie Stephen, English Thought in the lCt-h Century (London, 
1903), II, 347. ~ " 

lQChmnion. I, 215, 
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strong and veuk i^ointa — "lïosce teipsura," One is then able 

to resist passions — and they arc the encraie3 to right conduct — 

before they have gained a foothold in one’s nature* A reasonable 

control of all one’s faculties will lead one into ways of pleas¬ 

antness and paths of peace* \7hy should any one be wicked? 

It is only natural thrt one who advocates a life of modera¬ 

tion should al3o recommend that such a life could be lived more 

easily in the quiet and peace of a country home than in the in¬ 

trigues of a oourt or city* The life of tho ’’mean and sure es¬ 

tate" has long been commonplace in literature, and Fielding*3 

picture of the life of the unassuming country clergyman is not 

a new note* The significant fact about this essayé is that it 

is the prototype for the picture of the idyllic simplicity of 

the V.ilaon family in Joseph .Andrews, In the novel, tho simple 

life has a relation to the healthy country* In the essay, it 

is merely the simple life which is placed in the country rather 

as a matter of course* It vas a conventional subject in the 

Champion* but in Joseph /ndrews* it has a meaning that was not 

then conventional. 

In a series of essays entitled an "Apology for the Clergy," 

Fielding undertakes an elaborate explanation of his conception 

of an ideal clergyman. The discussion was called forth by his 

hearing of a pamphlet entitled Reasons of the Contempt of the 

12 
Clergy, which was written by John Eachard, and published anony- 

See Issay for Feb. 26, Chaînai on, I, 3C7, 

Jensen, in his edition of the Covent-Garden Journal (Hew 
Haven, 1916), II, 170, refers to a pamphlet entitled The Grounds 
and Occasions of the Contempt of the Clergy, written ty John 
Eachard, "It is this pamphlet, I believe, which occasioned 
Fielding’s spirited and ju3t defense of the clergy and of this 

• • < « xt. . At   M M mi t\J «4*4 AM » M*# TT« 4» 4 AVI n 1 
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mouoly in 1670* The pamphlet ridiculed the igncra.nce and 

poverty of some of the Inferior clergy to such an extent that 

it was generally supposed to be written for the purpose of 

bringing the clergy in general into contempt* Fielding*o 

essays art? not a complete refutation of this pamphlet* He 

says that the whole body should not be maligned because of 

one rotten member, and that the failings of hun^n nature 

should not at any time arouse contempt* In a detailed anal¬ 

ysis, Fielding explains what a true clergyman should be -- 

humble, charitable, and considerate of his fellow-man. He has 

been granted certain privileges by law because he is the guar¬ 

dian of mens* souls, but should he take unfair advantage of 

those privileges, he would indeed be an object of contempt. 

Having shown what a good clergyman should be, Fielding then 

shows what he should not be and says, quite frankly, ths t a 

wicked clergymen is more of an object of content then any 

other evil person. */ bad clergymen is the worst of man*" 

A clergymen, of all men, should know hov/ to cdstingulsh 

right from wrong, end above all, should know the dangers attend¬ 

ing vicious actions. If he persists in his bar: courses, he will 

assuredly bring about contempt of his profession, rnd rightly 

so* "As nothing can hurt Religion so much as a Contempt of the 

Clergy, so nothing can justify or indeed cause any such Contempt 
13 

but their own bad Lives*" Fielding objects to the application 

of the adjective "contemptible" to the whole body of clergy, but 

1 % 
^Champion. II, 124* 
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he also realizes that the clergy have often given cause for 

such an appellation# It is only right that such corrupt mem¬ 

bers of a holy organization should be satirized and exposed# 

yielding claims for himself the right of exposing the vices 

and follies of the wicked members of society# 

It is that characteristic» the feeling of responsibility 

for the oonduct of society» that becomes more apparent in the 

transition from the essays to the novels# From the immature 

attempt at conventional satire of the town to an earnest at¬ 

tempt to expose the foolish and vicious practices of his fellow- 

members of society, not from a desire to follow the fashion, but 

from a feeling that it was his privilege as well as his duty to 

show mankind its errors, — such was the advance 'which Fielding 

had made at the end of his period of writing for the Champion# 

Just as the essays on the clergyman are mere enumerations of 

qualities, and have only the suggestions of the religious back¬ 

ground of Parson Adams, so the elements of moral philosophy in 

the Champion lack the fullness and depth which they assume in 

Tom Jones# They are of interest because they are the first out¬ 

line of Fielding's contribution to 18th century thought# 

III 

14 
Joseph Andrews was published in February, 1742# In April, 

15 
1743» the long-promised three volumes of Miscellanies appeared, 

with Jonathan Wild filling the entire third volume# The date of 

^•^Gentleman's Magazine XII (1742), 112t "The History of the Ad¬ 
ventures of Joseph Andrews and of his Friend, Mr# Abraham Adams# 
2 vols# 12 mo# pr 6 s# Millar#" 

l5Ibid.» I, 381. 
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cou,.osition of Jonathan V.lid hrs Ion" Icon a subject for contro¬ 

versy, and I shell not att-ipt to presort a now end cturtlirg 

solution to the problem. I cm of the opinion th; t the novel Tires 

composed before Jose oh /r.drcvrq, but I have no certain proof to 

offer* 

Mr. J. I]. MCIIS*^ offers evidence to Bhov that Wild rrs 

written in 1740 r.nd 1741, end that it is e continuetion of the 

political activity of the. Champion end the Veraontad. IÎ# Pigeon"^ 

presents tho theory that the min outline of the story we3 written 

during the yerr 1737, and that the Henrtfree element was added to 

tho piece after Joseph Andrews, when Fielding took it up to pro- 
18 pare it for the Hiscellanien. Cross, on the other hand, thinks 

the novel very naturally followed the defect of Walpole in 1742. 

It certainly seems probable bit Fielding lord the piece on hand 

in so ne form or other before Joseph /tidreva appe; rod, for without 

it he could hardly have hoped to fill up three volumes. The pro¬ 

posals for tho publication of the }Tiscelleries must fcr.vo been 

sent Eround before the publication of /ndr et g♦ for in June, 1742, 

Fielding had the following notice in the pily Post: "The publi¬ 

cation of these volumes hrs been hitherto retarded by the author*s 

indisposition last Winter, rnd a train of melancholy accidente 

scarce to bo prrrllel*dj but Tie taken this opportunity to nsonre 

his subscribers that he will most certainly deliver them within 

16 
"Political Import of Jonathan Wild," P.7Î.L.A. XXVIII (1913) 

17 Les Tonrno de Fielding (Tarie, 1923). 

^%istory of Henry Fielding. I, 408, 409. 
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the time mentioned in hi3 lust receipts, viz* by the 25th 

19 
Ducember next," 

The apology indicates that the volumes Ind been planned 

ft Icsat earlier than February, rnd the very idea of the v;orL 

presupposes a créât deal of unpolished material on hand, else 

■why IUscellnnles? 

The novel may have been reworked after Andrews wa3 in pub¬ 

lication, but the tone of J math? n T ild, and the conceptions 

and trertaent of the characters of Ilearfcfree and his wife appear 

to ae to precede, rather than follow the robust atmosphere of 

Andrews, and the characters cf /dans, Joseph, and Fanny* Keart- 

frse appears to be Fielding’s earliest attempt rt consistent 

character ere* tion in pro30* lie is little more then the person- 
* 

ification of trusting simplicity, rnd beside the highly individ¬ 

ualized /brj-hrm Adams he is exceedingly colorless* It is possible, 

but not probable, that after creating some reel charactcic, Field¬ 

ing should retrogress to mere parsonificrtl»ns of qualities# The 

whole atmosphere of the English country side, the iron scenes, the 

hosts cud hostesses, the adventures of Adaas rnd Joseph, end of 

Jones and "'ertridge, the stef dy development from i dams to Jones 

of the doctrine of naturel goodness — these x-oiuts of comparison 

hrve persueded me tl at *. ild is a forerunner of Andrews* ilr* 

20 
Oliver FIton seys* 

wIt is not certain when Jonathrn ^ild was ooiaj.osed; it was 
moat probably before Joseph /ndrerrs. Fielding we nay think 
was unlikely to relapse from'regular fiction into satiric 
parable, or to go back from /dr^s to Herrtfree." 

l9/s quoted by bigeon, Les Homans do Fielding, p, 118, footnote# 

20Survcy of English Literature 1750-1780 (llew York, 1928), I, 191* 
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The problem of the date of composition of Jonathan Wild 

is hardly more complicated than the problem of political satire# 

It is generally accepted as a fact that Fielding intended the 

reader to identify the character of Jonathan Wild the Great 

with the person of Robert Walpole, Prime llinister of England# 

In the many political pamphlets of the time, 7alpole was often 

called the “Great Man#* Tfild himself had no relations with 

public officials and there Vî s no ordinary reason for the in¬ 

clusion of comparisons between a criminal and a statesman# At 

21 
every possible opportunity such similes are included# Added 

to these references to statesmen, pri :e ministers, and great 

men, there are three chapters which have no relation to the 

rest of the story, and which are introduced purely for the 

purposes of political satire# These are chapter six in Book 

II which relates the fight about hats; chapter eleven in Book 

III which has an extended explanation of a “great nan*s* method 

of directing hia subordinates} and chapter three in Book IV, 

which describes the struggle for supremacy of the prison between 

77ild and Roger Johnson# 

21 
The following passage is tyoical of such comp-risons. Wild 
goes to see Heartfree, who is in prison* M###our hero appeared 
before his eyes} not with that aspect with which a nitiftil par¬ 
son meets his patron after having opposed him at an election, 
or which a doctor wears when sneaking away from a door where he 
is informed of his patient*s death; not with that downcast coun¬ 
tenance which betrays the nan who, after a strong conflict be¬ 
tween virtue and vice, hath surrendered his mind to the latter, 
and is discovered in his first treachery; but with that noble, 
bold, great confidence with xdiich a prime minister assures hiB 
dependent that tho place he promised him was disposed of before 
•..«And as the srid prime minister chides you for neglect of 
your interest in uot having asked in time, BO did our hero 
attack Heartfree#•#.* (Jonathan wild .(Aldi.no Co#, Boston), p* 79) 
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It is not necessary* however, that the reader he able to 

solve the problem of the interchange of personality in the 

bild-Johnson fight. It is not even necessary that he know 

that Vild is presumably a picture of TTalpole. Fielding has 

done much more than write a political satire of the 18th cen- 

tury — he has written a satire that will apply in the 1st 

century B.C., and in the 20th century A.D. as well as in the 

18th century of Georgian England. His work has a universal 

quality that ^reserves it from the oblivion of nost political 

artioles. He was writing against all great men, all politicians 

from the time of Caesar and Alexander down who had falsely ac¬ 

quired the reputation of being good and noble bee? use they had 

succeeded in killing a great many people and in annexing terri¬ 

tories of those people* In a perfect tone of irony Fielding 

contradicts tie philosophers who have confused the ideas of 

goodness and greatness» 

"ITo two things can possibly be more distinct from each 
other, for greatners consists in bringing c.ll manner 
of mischief on mankind, end goodness in removing it 
from then. It secnc therefore very unlikely that the 
sarae person should possess then both} and yet nothing 
is more usual with writers, who find many instances 
of greatness in their favorite hero, then to make him 
a compliment of goodness into the bargain....* * 

Fielding is very nuch of the opinion that r nrn in a high 

position of the state should be "good;" rather than "créât," 

taking "great" to mean the ability to bring ruin on innocent 

people. A statesman who robs the peoplo should no more be 

be called good than should a rogue like Jonathan Tild, who 

22 
'Jona.,thr.n Vild (Aldine Co., Eoston), p, 3. 
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practices the cane tricks in lower circles thrt a politician 

does in higher, Yrila ends Ms c-reer on the gcllovo, and 

rightly so* while a strteenan goo3 &ovn in history aa the 

"Cxc-t Prime Hlnioter," In Fiolding*a opinion, they "both 

deserve tne same fate, 

Jonathan "Wild himself does not exist solely for the pur¬ 

pose of a comparison between tho career of e rog’uo and that 

of a a ta to crian* The satire of the novel lira more than one 

course, and Melding aims his ridicule not only nt corrupt 

politicians, but also at the numerous pamphlets on the lives 

of famous criminals which had a great popularity in the 13th 

century, The life history of the last execute-, criminal was 

certain to have a large sale, and it was against this perverted 

public taste v/nioh could rend with such relish the history of 

an enemy to oociety thr t nuch of JonMh^n hi Id is directed* 

Beneath the /ugustnn suavity which is supposed to chart cterize 

the century, beneath the polished letters nud lunnern of the 

favored few, “vice v/r.s raupaxit and justice asleep or groping 

unrig the indigent nany,”^ The ugline&u bunetih the suria.ee 

of pu&uatan life vais Mu t I’i el ding saw vh±n he vrv writing 

hiu contribution to the memoir- of this fmous criminal, Jona- 

thnn Vild. lie realised thrt the rout nee tnd high adventure 

was a nor-' froth nn tho surface of roguery, and that below, 

not visible to the oi*dinary eye, was a well of crime and mur¬ 

der tht t should be exposed, Fielding as the serious moralist 

23Chandlcr, Liter-tare of Kcfu.m-y (Boston, 1007), I, 155. ÎIr. 
Chandler tells us that Wild wac the moat notorious criminal 
of this era* "England sank to the nadir of social misrule 
in the first third of the 18th century, and its prince of 
drrknees was Jonathan Wild," (Ibid., p. 155). 
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makes his first appearance* 

In Book II of Jonathan Wild. Fielding introduces Jr, Thomas 

Heartfree, the personification of trusting simplicity who serves 

tho double purpose of acting ns a foil to the "hero," and of serv¬ 

ing as an object for Y/ild to work upon*^4 jjlc pexiphleteerc, tak¬ 

ing Defoe as an example since he was the author of a history of 

Jonathan Yfild, had no such person as Eeartfree in whom the tangible 

results of crime could be shewn. Fielding is infinitely more of 

a moralist than Defoo* Jonathan Y7ild, in Defoe’s history is a 

clever criminal whom one admires for his ability to lay the 

blame on his accomplices, and escape with the lion’s share of 

the booty* Fielding sees nothing at all to admire in the crim¬ 

inal, and instead of being impressed with his cleverness, he is 

concerned with the effect of the wickedness of ,nild on the poor 

innocent jeweler* Defoe, sane and moral as he professes to be, 

actually commends the very "Greatness1* which Fielding satirizes* 

"It must be allowed to Jonathon’s fame that as he steered 
among rock* and dangerous shoals, so he was a bold pilot; 
he ventured in and always got out in a nenner equally sur¬ 
prising; no man ever did the like before him, and £rurre 
say so man t/ill attempt to do the like after hin."‘,',:> 

TThat ia this but admiration for the criminal’s ability to bring 

ruin to his fellow-man? Fielding sees it as Buch and attempts to 

show what disastrous consequences may arise from a crime, even 

though it be cleverly done* Defoe shows Jonathan YJild to be a 

master law-breaker who eventually ends his brilliant career on 

• r* A 

“'‘‘‘•As our render is to be aore acquainted with this person, it 
may not be improper to open somewhat of his character, espec¬ 
ially as it will serve aa a kind of foil to the noble and great 
disposition of our hero, and as the one seem3 sent into the 
world as a piopcr object on which the talents of the other were 
to be displayed with a proper and just success," (Jonathan Wild, 
p* 52.) 

25~.^_ " v J  XI   WJ * Jt 
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the gallows* Laws are abstract and exist only on statute- 

books* A clever criminal was a virtuoso of his kind and one 

could not help but admire him* 

But the fact that the laws against stealing9 against fraud¬ 

ulent practices, against bearing false witness, had something 

back of them, a purpose for existing, which was a protection 

for society against its non-conforming members — that is what 

Fielding attempted to show, in Jonathan Wild* Defoe showed Wild 

as a law-breaker* Fielding showed him as a law-breaker and as 

the cause of the downfall of an innocent man* Fielding did not 

construct a beautiful harmonious universe where everything con¬ 

forms to the laws of nature, but he penetrated to the ultimate 

basis by which a nan's actions should be judged* He had a firm 

belief In the doctrine of doing unto others as he would be done 

by, and he thought that the rule should apply to princes as well 

as to the common people* Ho man was great who was not good in 

the sense of acting fairly to his fellow-creatures* Realizing 

that Jonathan Wild and his ilk, statesmen as well as highwaymen, 

were bringing ruin to innocent people, he attempts to expose the 

real characters of these rascals and the actual results of their 

actions on the Heartfrees of the world* Only the fact that 

Fielding is writing a novel and not a tract prevents him from 

following his premises to their ultimate conclusions* It is 

only right that Wild should be hanged, and it is quite in ac¬ 

cordance with the character that he has maintained throughout 

the novel, but it doe3 seem almost too fortunate that Heartfree’a 

wife should not only return safely from her wanderings, but 
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should also bring back the lost Jewels and mother on? of 

great value. Vice is duly punished, but virtue is recorded 

almost too much for the s^ke of probability* 

As the novel was written primarily for satirical pur¬ 

poses, there is almost no character development? the vicious 

characters remain vicious, end the good ones go^d* There is 

only one instance in which Jonathan Wild appears in a hotter 

light than any of hie associates a.nd that is in the scene be¬ 

tween him and the Ordinary of Hewgate. For once the "hero" 

has throsrn off all hypocrisy and pretends to be no more thrn 

he is# The Ordinary, on the other hand, is acting the part 

of the complete hypocrite — for that reason he receives the 

brunt of the satire, end Jonathan, for the nouent, retiras 

into the background* The Ordinary begirs as r stern judge, 

and reads Jonathan a sermon on the jays of heaven ?nd the 

terrors of hell, but ©s the flattering v’orde i c 'in to fall 

from Jonathan’s lips, the entrance to the p«rrly gates gradually 

widens* The auggentim of a bowl cf punch opens the ^ay to 

heaven for Jonathan, while the punch itself maires him rafe for 

all eternity* "Puc-h," says the ordinary,wncver m1r& your soul -- 

leave that to me? I will render a good account af it, I r»mrt 

„26 
you*" 

Hot once, however, throughout the whole novel is Jonathan 

Wild romanticised* Fielding ex oses his evil nature nt evi-ry 

available opportunity, and rt th-' sam» ti n.e he shows him to be 

the corrupt i-ieober of a corruit gang* ,Is is perfectly capable 

25 
Jonathan THld, p, 195, 
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of P or lug +ho ’r :1e 'TuUjj nf Jeu* r. isaoci-tc in tv 'ir 

trie colors, without roi sa •’•h’g to M y cingle nue, Fielding 

réalisas <\î mut»1! ro try013 l at t1 c cfficv r- cf I.J lcvr rrc 

oft^n >*o better thrn th’ crininalu n1 ou th'V ir’re ir l 0 cjsto'y, 

but be does not on that account fin»’, the cri in»l le^.D guilty. 

The elder Tr. Till, t.ud 'îr. r.n- p < re actually cri-line ls Juct c.c 

Jountl-rn rild la* /Il nra nnrsVrs of one llo->ntlouj i"1 

which there VTS O emm^ti-m of th<= ro untie notion of "honor 

rT1ong thloveo." rTild piebed t'e porùret if Count L? Rua G -J 

renUly ne he rould have robbed bis \ nrst one ty, rnd while 

■^111 io planning to pet n nu ch of thi booty la the jewel 

robbery >8 c-n, La Ruse p«to tha start on h in a: i lee.vcc 

the country rith the whole collection* The fr jouj g'nLli\g 

ccane et. the hcric of 'Ir, Snap le. >ui mliinlle illuotr-tlr>n 

of the friendship "'Tild and hie associates h^vy for each other. 

Fielding does not fini any virtue i 1 tlu tronc/r. r., ■'hlch 

Jcnathei ’ ild const» ntly practices to^rda hio oTm gray. hildfs 

rccoicplices *r,. crLJLnrli, Fielding ex’ib its the a r-c rudi, 

but he does .101 thi fe llr't the betray* 1 of these tools is ~ny 

reason for e^cuvlng T"ild,s own evil deeds. Oie of the nenbers 

of the jyn3, Thour. a Fitice, h ’ shy ti LI« t reluct *nc3 iu 

yielding uy sons of the booty, yl Id rerolved to tnnj hin 

at the earliest oiportunity, Fleldi rernrhs c’ rrr cteristic- 

elly* 
wr"ith each infinite iddi-as did l is truly pre t itrn 
hnaw hov to play with the wanniono of nen> to cet 
the a et variance with tsetoh othei, aid to i orb their 
onn parH032a out of thois Jealou3ie3 and apprehen¬ 
sions which he w-a wonderiully ready at creating by 
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livei j3 '•f those grc t arts thr, vnlp'r r, 11 
treachery, dissembling, promising, lying, false¬ 
hood, olj«, 1 ut which "y th * rr rt U^î» rrt* mn ,i 1 
up in tli<3 collective name of policy, or politics, 
or poultries.nd,J 

Defoe, on the other lirnd, thinks th* t Jor- thnu Wild servel 

the valuable purpose of dispatching a ere. t i"ny criminals 

that would else h^vo o mtiiiwoi tli'ir notorious erroer". Ho 

does nob t"k«j into account the fret thrt \rr i nt the s.v.e 

time hr mine a greet ra^ny imocent, people, It is interesting 

to compare his co’neito with Fielding** rtrtonrit Just quoted* 

’’How rmy In* iur<3er°d in th* t i,>nior -- for rs his 
end was only making a sacrifice to his own interest 
-nd fame, I call it no other, I rwy, hnw w-ny there 
were I cannot learn#*#for though the method was in 
itself viclcad in him, ; ^t it certrinly brought a 
great many criminals to Just condemnation who would 
otherwise fcgve lived to do much mrn mischief thrr 
they did.""® 

Although Jonathan Wild himself is the center of interest, 

read lleartfree has little individuality, the purpose of the 

Ksartfrees in the novel is an interesting one# Thomas Heartfree 

and his wife are ironically presented rs very silly creatures 

who have a deep affection for each other, for their hone, and 

for their children* The tender scenes between the members of 

this little family are in sharp contract to the quarrels and 

fights in the marital relations of Jonathan and the chaste Lae¬ 

titia Snap# While he is in prison, Heartfree rises to a kind 

of prthetio nobility, which makes the plots against him seem 

oven more cruel rnd relentless# The sentimental comedies ear- 

lier in the century hed uaed the theme of distressed virtue to 

Jon.-1.than Wild, p# 73# 

28 
Defoe, ".Tnnrthan Wild,11 f erica, of Defoe, XVI, 249# 
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arouse the avmr thy nod to* rs d* l’a-* t udisncc i nd thus hring 

people to r realization of the true In rut/ c.ixd vorth uf vir¬ 

tu^» I have often thou,,;’ t th"t the 1 or-l .mrpose was a ;oean3 

rather then an end — rm excuse for ^tiging lci.Td situations 

froTi which virtue incidentr-11/ escapes triumphant# Hi char dcon, 

of course, used the thms FS ? t'-sic for J’r-aola, Lut ne ic.z 

advanced 1‘rr heyond the seutinrntal c"'-.edict; he is actually 

concerned with the prohlen of the jo1 or of r gool and virtuous 

person to triumph over evil. In Jon.atvm "hid. Picl&ing has 

not yet a^v^nced his doctrine of t] î euc'ntirl Goodness cf 

human nature, hut he uree the si jp] icity cr.u virtuo of heart- 

free for a definite aorrl purpose* fL » ishes to arouse the 
for 

render’s symethy, net/thc to'Ko of .ure senti .out, \s does 

°!terne, nor for the oahe of showing riequd scenes, h^t f ,x 

the sincere desire of exposing the effects cf vice 01 iruo- 

cence. 

It is rot nrn’s otn nature which overgo- trium/aaut, as 

in Ton Jones; it is the quality of virtue itself. It is a 

"rent strain on the lnm of proh-hi lit/ thf t Leurtfree 

should return safe and sound fro a her long voyage, hut it is 

necessary thnt virtue should he rerrrdod, I noted clove that 

at this point Fielding tv novelist trltm hod cv r PitJLdint; 

the moralist, hut the point is more <*'*iirlicatud thru thrt. 

The Initial nurpose of Heartfme vrs unOoul tcdly that lie he 

a me«r>s of heightening the character of Joan than hild, hut 

PS the novel progresses Fielding becomes equally interested 
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in shc'.vlr.j the nxcolleice of virtue ~c veil r the vielcedncss 

of vice* Ir1 the- l^st 10?»!: thn tro tendencies ere of ecu*1! 

i"tercat, mid, as ^'ild < ou; to the tyllcve, ITe-'-tfreo is not 

only released froa prison, lui is r Ico r^st^red to his family 

and his property, lire. He* rtfree stories the vortfc which are 

the tkenc of the lî tter irrt of the hooks w'Providence trill 

sooner or Icier procur- the felicity of the virtuous end in¬ 

nocent," 

IV 

T‘i mole, or v 1r tu e Re****- rdad was •"uhliched '■'nonymously on 

h'ovonher G, 1740, In /polo, y for the life of 7'rr<-. Fhrnelft 
29 

j ndrevs rppcr.rc 1, r.loo rrtony \.r> JS~1 r, on April A, 1741, a 

south after kmc la had gone through r. third anonymous edition 

This exceedingly vulgar little book of lordly eighty popes i3 

certainly xiot to he rented mong the no<Jor productions of 

Fielding, for it falls as far short of Joeeph / nflrerrs in con¬ 

tient ."o it does in leig'h, hut it is of interest beo-uise it 

contai,la Fielding*s fii* t reaction to the ethics emhodiod in 

l a1 't. e 1 • t, 

The detailed acc unt of the flutterin^s of the young 

serving-maid^ he.rt ,*iich delighted co u-ny renders in the 

10th century aroused io spark of sympathy or sentiment in the 

Lresot of Henry Fielding, The excellent ray in tfhich Richard 

*'^Gcntle -ian^s T5gy-zinc. HI ( 174-1), 224t MAn / polony for the 
Life of lira • bhamola 4jndi«'..'u. Trice Is* 0 d, Podd.M 

^°IMd,, ICGi "Iteaeln. or Vircue Rewarded. The Srd edition, 
pr, 6 B. Rivington," 

30 
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son makes Pamela reveal her inmost thoughts — thoughts 

and emotions which she does not understand herself — was 

obscured from Fielding by the cloud of prudential morality 

which he saw and severely condemned. To him "charming Pam¬ 

ela" wa3 an arch-hypocrite to whom he gave the significant 

name "Shamela," In Fielding’s eyes, Mr, B., not Pamela, is 

the victim of intrigue, Mr, and Mrs, Andrews, Mrs, Jervis, 

and Parson Williams are all her accomplices rather than her 

protectors, and with the help of her associates, Pamela suc¬ 

ceeds in "holding out for the highest price," and in entang¬ 

ling Mr, B, in the toils of matrimony. Exactly how Pamela, 

changed’ into Shamela, conducts her campaign, is the subject 

of Fielding’s burlesque. He spares neither bold strokes nor 

bold words to show the reader that "sweet, dear, pretty, 

little Pamela" was actually the aggressor. One of the pref¬ 

atory letters unintentionally sets forth Fielding’s attitude 

toward the heroine of Richardson’s novel* 

"The more she resisted, the more she charm’d; and 
the very Means she used to guard her Virtue, the 
more endanger’d it, by inflaming his Passions* Till, 
at last, by Perseverance, and a brave and resolute 
Defense, the Beseiged not only obtain’d a glorious 
Victory over the Beseiger, but took him prisoner 
too,"31 

Fielding would have it that the "Beseiged"had planned 

the victory all along. Such a book would not, as the author 

claimed, "cultivate the Principles of Virtue and Religion in 

Si ARichardson, Pamela (Shakespear Head, Oxford, 1929), I, vii. 
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the Minds of the youth of both sexes*" On the contrary, 

it would teach maid-servants to look out sharp for their 

masters and to adorn their persons in order to draw his 

attention* If the nan is a fool, ss Mr, B, was, he will 

marry the ma id-servant. If not, he will debauch her, and 

in Fielding’s opinion, the maid will get no more than she 

actually wants, and no more than she deserves* Uhen Field¬ 

ing makes the s tat «ment that a man is a fool who does not 

seduce a woman when he has an opportunity, he is speaking 

of servant-maids such as Shamela, and not of all women, of 

all Fannys, Sophias, and Amelias in general. 

That the ethical conclusions of Pamela appeared in no 

way defective to many readers in the 18th century is not at 

all surprising when one considers that Richardson went only 

one step further than the orthodox ministers in advocating 

a prudential morality* The exceedingly mundane character 

of the religion in the first half of the century did not 

fall to influence the moral code* As was said in the dis¬ 

cussion of the Champion* nothing was farther from the ortho¬ 

dox idea of virtue than a rigid asceticism. The "Via Media" 

was the keynote of the sermons on morality. There is no ne¬ 

cessity of giving up the comfortable pleasures of life — 

only the unfruitful enjoyment of sin must be avoided. Do 

not renounce pleasure; merely enjoy it in safety. It is 

more profitable to be virtuous than to be wicked; would not 

anyone prefer the rewards of heaven to the pains of hell. 
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Even Butler» whom Leslie Stephen calls "the acutest noralist 

of the century" with the exception of Hume, had difficulty 

in explaining why one should follow the dictates of his own 

conscience* He was unable to escape the trend of the times, 

and he, too, made virtue a question of profit and loss* 

If the orthodox ministers subscribed to the creed of 

"be good and receive your reward in heaven," it is not diffi¬ 

cult to see how a layman almost unconsciously shifted the 

emphasis from heaven to earth and attempted to inculcate 

morality by showing how a virtuous serving-maid received 

her reward in the shape of a handsome husband with a sub¬ 

stantial income* It is not the punishment in after-life 

which Pamela and her parents fear, should she yield to the 

32 
temptations of her "Haster*" It is the earthly disgrace — 

the shame of being known to the country-folk as the mistress, 

perhaps the cast-off of Mr. B, They wish to appear respect¬ 

able in the eyes of their neighbors* As soon as Mr* B# pro¬ 

posed a legal marriage, all objections vanished; all former 

insults were forgotten, and the wicked seducer becomes merely 

a "naughty gentleman*" Pamela is made a respectable woman — 

her virtue has been rewarded* 

However keenly Bidding*s sight pierced the veils which 

obscured Pamela’s real motives for heroic conduct, one is in- 

32 
Pamela’s father writes to her* "**,for we had rather see you 
all cover’d with Rags, and even follow you to the churchyard, 
than have it said a child of ours preferr’d any worldly con¬ 
veniences to her virtue*" (Pamela. I, 6*) 
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dined to suspect that his dislike for the hook had more 

than one side# Had Pamela been published without the pom¬ 

pous sub-title and the flattering commendatory letters, had 

it been accepted with ordinary enthusiasm, would there have 

been such a violent reaction, \Then Shamda was published 

in April, 1741, Pamela was still an anonymous novel# l^hether 

Fielding knew that Richardson was the author is difficult 

to say, but by his signature "Conny Keyber," he indicates 

that he had a suspicion that Cibber was the creator of 

33 
Pamela, But whether he actually connected Pamela with 

Cibber, or knew that P.ichardson was the author, there is 

no doubt that Fielding was as much irritated by the author*s 

attitude toward Pamela as by the actual content of the novel# 

In the essays on virtue and vice in the Champion, Fielding 

had more or less accepted the contemporary attitude toward 

the consequences of evil' conduct, and while he had not em¬ 

phasized the earthly advantages of virtue, he was not so 

very far from the position Richardson took in regard to 

rewards and punishments# The reaction to Pamela then, can 

not be based solely on the antagonism to prudential morality# 

All the furor over one little serving-maid, who probably, if 

the truth were known, wns no better than she should be, ap¬ 

peared exceedingly ridiculous to Fielding — so ridiculous 

that he levelled against the anonymous author and his foolish 

^®In the Crane bibliography (Philological Quarterly, X (1931), 
200) Mr# Sherburn reviews Banerji*s Henry Fielding# *He notes 
as one of the errors* "a misinterpretation of satire on Cibber 
in Shame la leads to the unwarranted assumption that when Sham- 
ela was written Fielding thought Cibber the author of Pamela," 
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letters all the force and brutality of Shmela. 

In the preface to Joseph Andrews* Fielding gives his 

famous distinction between the comic and the burlesque, and 

it is this distinction which shows the essential difference 

between Slime la and Joseph Andrews There is a great diff¬ 

erence between comic writing and burlesque writing — the for¬ 

mer being a just imitation of nature and the latter an exhibi¬ 

tion of what is monstrous and unnatural* Burlesque is in writ¬ 

ing what caricature is in painting. The comparison is particu¬ 

larly apt in its application to Slime la., for that piece is in¬ 

deed a burlesque, with no attempt at exact reproduction or 

subtleties or fine distinctions. Every character is distorted 

from the original created by Richardson and is recognizable only 

in the bare outlines. The system of ethics, the moral instruc¬ 

tion which was to be derived from the novel, the author’s vanity 

about his own work — all appeared so very unreal, so very mon¬ 

strous and unnatural to Fielding that he felt that the book 

deserved to be burlesqued* yhether he made the definition to 

fit the situation does not greatly matter, for there is a de¬ 

cided change of tone in this first truly "Fieldlngesque" novel. 

Joseph Andrews is decidedly in the realm of affectation and 

the comic. In the Preface to the novel, Fielding definitely 

states what he proposes to doi he intends to write a comic 

romance, or a comic epic poem in prose, the first of its kind, 

in the history of literature. It is not a comedy, for it is 

Pointed out by Mr. R.B. Johnson in his introduction to Shrmela 
(Golden Cockerel, 1926), vili, ix. 
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more extended and comprehensive, end has a larger circle of 

incidents and a greater variety of characters# It differs 

from a serious romance in its action which is light and se¬ 

rious, and in its characters which are of inferior rank and 

manners# Lastly, it strives not for the sublime, but for the 

ludicrous# Comic writing and burlesque writing, as has been 

noted, are two distinct fields of composition, and to quote 

the author» "The Ridiculous only falls within my province 

in the present work#" Affectation is the true source of the 

ridiculous, and it is affectation, arising from vanity and 

hypocrisy, that will be the subject of Joseph Andrews# 

Yielding begins Joseph Andrews as a reversal of the 

situation in Pamela, but in the very beginning he alters 

the circumstances# Joseph is not a masculine Pamela# There 

is never any doubt about the fact that Pamela was in love 

with Mr# B#, for she had not the slightest aversion to a 

legal relationship however much she might refuse his offers 

for an illicit affair# The main charm of Richardson’s novel 

is in the unconscious expression of emotions Which Pamela 

gives in her letters, and in her very first epistle to her 

parents she reveals her state of mind* u Joseph was utterly 

sincere in his refusals of Lady Booby’s offers# He has no 

eyes for her person, her social position, or her money# Jo¬ 

seph confesses that he really weakened physically for a 

moment, but he did not reveal his emotions to Lady Booby by 

35 
Mr# B# enters Pamela’s closet for the first time, and she 
writesi "Good Sirs} how was I frighten’d. I went to hide 
the Letter in my Bosom, and he, seeing me tremble, said, 
smiling, To whom have you been writeing, Pamela, — I said, 
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flutters» trembling, find blushes» all of "which accompanies 

Pamela’s refusals of Mr, B. Since Joseph has no secret lore 

for his mistress he does not hesitate to refuse unconditionally 

and get himself turned out of service altogether» While Jo¬ 

seph’s pretensions to male chastity did appear affected to 

Pielding, he presents him in comic situations hut never makes 

him the subject of burlesque, yielding thought that a man 

was a fool who refused an invitation such as Lady Booby gave, 

Just as he thought that Mr, 3, was a fool for allowing Pamela 

to draw him into matrimony. 

Perhaps as Digeon says, yielding has a "melange curieux" 

of morality, yet it is a "melange" that has existed for ages, 

end apparently will exist as long as society remains in its 

present condition. The double standard, the chaste woman and 

the unchaste man, carries with it the corollary that there 

must be unchaste women to support the duplicity, Mandeville, 

earlier in the 18th century, had openly horrified people by 

stating th*t it was better to permit professional women to 

practice their trade, than to completely subdue the sex, and 

have all women on a lower plane. The stark statement sounds 

extremely cruel, but yielding subscribed to the idea Just as 

the majority of men and women do today, whether they realize 

it or not. The young men of yielding’s novels, notably Tom 

Jones, are not averse to accepting invitations (and I believe 

in my Confusion, Pray your Honour forgive maj Only to my 
Pather and Mother, He said, Well then, let me see how you 
are come on in your Writing! 0 how asham’d I was! — He 
took it, without saying more, and read it quite thro’, and 
then gave it me again; and I said. Pray your Honour forgive 
mej — Yet I know not for what," (Pamela, 1, 3,) 
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it is true that every time Tom falls by the ■wayside his com¬ 

panion quite willingly falls with him), hut it is en impor¬ 

tant fact that not once do Joseph or Ton assault the virtue 

of the girls whom they dearly love, Fanny and Sophia. Al¬ 

though Joseph is the virtuous serving-man, by the time he 

meets Fanny he has become full-crown and is as capable of 

loving Fanny as any iîr. B. or Lovelace in the country. In 

all the rambling over the country side, where he and Fanny 

are constantly together, he never offers the slightest rude¬ 

ness to her. He may steal an occasional kiss while Parson 

Adams takes a nap, but Fanny, who is virtuous by her actions, 

and not by words and letters, hevcr has the desperate and 

exciting struggles which Pamela and Clarissa are subjected 

to by their admirers. If Fielding1s heroes frankly admitted 

two classes of women, Richardson*s men started on the assump¬ 

tions that all women can bo percurded to be of one class, and 

36 
that the undesirable one. 

It is not until one reaches Tom Jones that one finds a 

definite attempt on Fielding*s part to offer his own solution 

to the problem of human nature which gave so much trouble to 

the divines and philosophers of the ICth century, but that 

the idea brought out there was not a wholly new conception is 

seen by the appearance of the character of Parson Adams in 

Joseph Andrews. It is a well-known fact that Richardson was 

stimulated to the writing of Prraela by his reaction to romances 

36 
I have not read Sir Charles Grandi son. 
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Which "tended to Inf lane the minds they should instruct," 

It was a definite moral purpose which led,Richardson to 

undertake a detailed analysis of the actions end thoughts 

of a per on who was, in his opinion, exceedingly virtuous, 

Pamela*s letters to her mother and father were to he examples 

to young ladies on how to hehave in similar situations. By 

showing virtue in distress, Richardson intended to arouse the 

feeling of sympathy, and thus hy an appeal to the emotions 

persuade his readers of the beauty of virtue and the ugliness 

of vice# The idea itself was not new. It was the raison d* 

être of the sentimental comedies under the hands of Cibber 

end Steele, In Jonathan Wild, Fielding introduces Keartfree 

in order to show the effect of vice on virtue. Parson Adams 

has a moral reason for existing, but it is not primarily for 

the purpose of showing how virtue triumphs or how vice destroys 

virtue if not prevented by Providence, Parson Adams exists in 

his own right but he also illustrates Fielding’s belief in the 

goodness of nan’s own nature, Adams and Jones serve the same 

purpose to some extent, but the method of presenting them is 

exceedingly different, Adams is an elderly curate of fifty 

or more who has long ago subdued any unruly animal spirits 

that he might have had. There is no question of his choosing 

the right or wrong — it is a question of the external world’s 

realising the worth of an individual who believes in the obso¬ 

lete doctrine of doing unto others as he would be done by. 
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Fielding shows us that Adams, in spite of his peculiarities, 

is an admirable person, 

Adams, setting out for London on a broken-down nag, to 

sell two volumes of sermons which he forgot to bring along, 

sees England with the eyes of a person from another world. 

Years of seclusion in a country parish have removed him as 

completely from contact with conteia jorary life as if he had 

been on a long Journey, His belief in the goodness of hia 

fellow-man leads him into scrapes from which he finds it diff¬ 

icult to extricate himself, When the small 3tock of money in 

his pocket gives out, Adams confidently visits his hog-raising 

brother-in-Chri3t, Parson Trulliber, who is as close a.3 Peter 

Pounce himself, and asks him for the loan of fourteen shillings. 

It is characteristic of Adams that he makes no attempt at apol¬ 

ogies or rash promises; he may pay the money back, or he may 

not* 

"I therefore request you to assist me with the loan 
of those eeven shillings and also seven shillings 
more, which, peradventure, I shall return to you; 
but if not, I am convinced you will joyfully embrace 
such an opportunity of laying up a treasury in a 
better place than any this world affords,*w* 

The Trulliber incident is the moat musing of many such 

incidente, all of them showing Adams* simplicity end trustful¬ 

ness in a world full of rascals, hypocrites, misers, and rough 

country squires, who do not at all understand a Virtuous person 

like Adamn* 

5<*Joseph Andrews (Aldine Co,, Boston), p, 190, 
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He does not always, however, receive the worst of the 

bargain* The number of people who take advantage of the 

pars on* a good-nature are sore than over-balanced by those 

who recognize his essential worth and who go out of their 

way to help him* Parson Trulliber refuses to lend him four¬ 

teen shillings which he could easily spare, but a poor pedler 

who has been a silent witness of Adams* troubles at the inn, 

gladly gives him his Inst pittance to help defray the expenses. 

When the hypocritical squire betrays Adama* expectations of a 

horse and some money, the honeût innkeeper not only agrees to 

trust the parson for the amount, but Invites Mm to have a 

cup of ale at his expense. Among people who are themselves 

good at heart, Adams has no difficulty in obtaining help and 

in arousing sympathy. Hr, Vilson and his family entertain 

the parson and his proteges most kindly, and after giving 

them food, drink, and shelter for one night, Y/ilson sends the 

travellers away with gold in their pockets, 

/dame is not, however, a mere personification cf the qual¬ 

ity of natural goodness of the heart. He le an individual as 

well as a good parson, end he does not hesitate to act accord¬ 

ing to his own convictions regardless of external opinion. He 

is as good a Christian as any man in England, but he trusts in 

his two huge fists as well as in God’s providence when he trav¬ 

els the highroads of England, Rascals end hypocrites may de¬ 

ceive Adaai3, but external evidence of wealth and authority do 
* 

not Intimidate him at all. He does not hesitate to rebuke 

Pamela and Squire Booby for laughing in church, Fielding sayst 
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"Our parson would hare done no less to the hichest 
prince on earth; for, though he paid all submission 
end deference to his superiors In other natters, 
where the least spice of religion Intervened he 
immediately lost all respect of persons#"®® 

/dams* Independent nature Influences Ms beliefs cs 

well as his practice of Christianity. There is no douht 

about his attitude toward some important contemporary prob¬ 

lems, especially that of Methodism. Adfms, end so, Fielding, 

has no objection to the Methodist denunciftion of the luxury 

of the clergy, but when the Methodists through the nouth of 

Vhitefield begin to tall: about faith x/ithout works, the anta¬ 

gonism of the worthy parcon is aroused* To cay thrt faith 

and enthusiasm ere more important then good deeds tad fair 

treatment of one*3 fellow-creatures is to advocate a false 

and detestable doctrine# To say that a nan’s acceptance into 

the kingdom of Heaven depended absolutely on his subscription 

to the Thirty-ÏTine Articles, without any examination of the 

kind of life ho had led, was to propose a false creed inspired 

by the devil, not a religion taught by Christ# Could anyone 

be so bold as to say thnt such words ac these could come from 

the mouth of the All-Mse Being* 

"notwithstanding the purity of thy life, notwithstand¬ 
ing thrt constant rule of virtue and goodness in which 
you walked upon earth, still rs thou didst not believe 
everything in the true orthodox manner, thy want of 

faith shall condemn thee#"®® 

On the contrary, says /.dams, a good and virtuous Turk will 

38 
Joseph Andrews, p# 391* 

^Joseph /ndreW3# p# 96# 
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"be admitted to Heaven sooner than a wicked Christian, no matter 

how many articles of faith the Christian professed to believe# 

In contrast to such a pernicious doctrine, Adams speaks 

with high praise of a book written by an "angel," which is cal¬ 

culated to restore the true Christianity; the book is A Plain 

Account of the Nature md ~F!nd of Sacrement# The book was pub¬ 

lished anonymously in 1735, but has been attribed to Iloadley 

40 
by Leslie Stephen as if there were no question as to the 

authorship» and Fielding writes as if he intends a' compliment 

to some certain person# Adams* reference to the book is in¬ 

teresting because of the position which Hoadley occupied in 

the controversies of that day# He belonged to the Low Church 

party, wat* an antagonist of Atterbury, and a friend of Clarke# 

He was generally recognized as one of the most latitudinarian 

divines, and certainly he must have been if he was an ardent 

admirer of Clarke, who comes as near deism, as s deist himself# 

The admiration of Hoadley did not accord well with the contempt 

which Fielding had for the deists, but there CEJI be no doubt 

that there was Borne other aspect of the divine which excited 

Fielding’s admiration# 

Y.hat that aspect was is not easy to discover# The Plain 

Account attempts to prove that sacrament is not a mystery, but 

a commemorative rite which has no special benefits attached to 

it# It is this idea which Parson Adams admires when he says, 

"##..what could tend more to the noble purpose of religion than 

^History of English Thought in the 18th Century (London, 1902), 
II, 378. 
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frequent cheerful meetings among the members of society, in 

which they should, in the presence of one another, and in 

the service of the Supreme Being, make promises of being 

41 
good, friendly, end benevolent to each other?" 

I would suggest that it is the ide? of the personal re¬ 

lationship of man to man which appeals to Fielding in this 

work of Hoadley*s. He was probably attracted by the idea of 

a man,3 relations with his fellow-beings being determined by 

their own Judgments, with the sanction of the Supreme Being 

rather than by a set of orthodox rules which meant nothing 

to anyone and which were obeyed in neither letter nor spirit. 

So many deists lived under the disguise of Christianity, either 

purposely or unconsciously that it would be extramely dangerous 

to regard Adams* statement ns an inclination towards natural 

religion. Fielding seems to be unconscious of the fact that 

in proposing a relation of man to God outside the orthodox 

church, he is taking a position that could go either towards 

Methodism or deism. 

In discussing the question as to whether Adams was a 

rationalist, M. Digeon decides that he was really as orthodox 

as the average man, and he quotes a passage from Whittuck to 

the same effect* 

"Adams, in fact, goes as far in the way of belief as 
it was possible in the 18th century for a man to be 
represented as going by any but a purely devotional 
writer, ouch e,£, as William Law. Yet, the impor¬ 
tance which he attaches to the practical Bide of 
Christian, no doubt, to a large extent determines 

41 
Joseph Andrews, p. 97* 
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42 
his view of the other side»" 

The same statement may he applied to Fielding himself» 

who was» like Adams» as orthodox as the average man of his 

age» Fielding is careful to make it known that an orthodox 

creed does not prevent him from having the emotions and per* 

forming certain duties that any sane man would have and do 

even if they are denounced hy the church* The much*quoted 

passage concerning the drowning of Adams* young son has as 

much relation to Fielding*s attitude toward Christianity as 

it does toward philosophy» Adams was preaching obedience to 

the divine will more than the philosophical acceptance of 

trouble» His refusal to be comforted by his own arguments 

is not a repudiation of the value of philosophy» but an illus* 

tration of Fielding's belief that one's emotions can not be 

charted and prescribed by set formulas» There are feelings 

(later impulses) which are greater than creeds» Adams might 

have quoted the words of Macduff -* words which well express 

Fielding's idea about the sincere emotions one should feeli 

"But I must also feel it as a man* 
Z cannot but remember such things were» 
That were most precious to me»" 

Closely bound up with the conception of the characters 

of Adams* of Joseph* and of Fanny, is the theme of the healthy 

country as opposed to the corrupt aBê artificial town» Each 

of these three characters would appear out*of*place in London, 

an atmosphere exceedingly different from that in which they were 

^As quoted by Digeon, Les Romans de Fielding (Paris, 1923), p» 
98, from Whittuck, The Good Man of the 18th Century» 



nourished, Joseph Is an object of ridicule In London, hut 

&3 soon as he gets out on the highways, he becomes a real 

person, Fanny Is never allowed to reach London, hut the 

attitude of Pamela and Lady Booby toward her show what a re- 

huff true virtue would receive in tho cl»y whore reputations 

and not ch-rrcters are the hr .'is of moral Judgments, Adams 

never arrives in the city either, hut hi3 reactions to the 

evils v/hich are dally practiced there are moot humorously 

presented in llr, Vilsonta interpolated story, Frch new item 

of nis demeanor fetches from the worthy par con ^ deep groan, 

until at last, on hearing 7/ilson*c outline of the complete 

artificiality of his daily life, Adams hurst*, outs 

"Sir, this is below the life' of an animal hardly 
alone vegetation} and I am surprised what could 
lead a m~n of your sense into it,"43 

The interpole.ted story has a special significance in re¬ 

lation to the country theme* Disillusioned and almost ruined 

by the evils of the town, 7/ilson and his wife retire to tho 

country where they find peace and happiness in a life of heal- 

44 
thy simplicity. In one of the essays of the Champion, there 

is a picture of a country clergyman and his v/ife who live the same 

kind of life which the Tils on family have chosen, hut in the essay 

Fielding is more concerned with showing the Joys of the "low and 

mean estate" than in connecting health and simplicity with the 

43jo seph Andrews, p, 232* 

^Ihe parallel for this scene cf tho "lew and mean estate" may 
he found in the Champion, I, 311, 312, 
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country. In Joseph /ndrewB that connection is made* 

Fielding does not find any particular virtue in the roods 

and hills and streams, but there is an atmosphere of the 

hearty open countryside rhich pervades a gre't part of the 

book. Icsc-.h /n-irewe does rot advocate a return to n prim¬ 

itive condition of living, md a complete destruction of 

all civilisation. It is hardly a back-to-nature movement 

at all, but a return to simplicity in living, to honesty 

end sincerity in morals, that can best be accomplished 

in the country There people do not live and act "en masse" 

— rhero life is not a natter of fashion that changes from 

day to day. The relation of simplicity and virtue with 

tho country has implications rhich developed into a more 

definite doctrine later in the century, but in Joseph 

/.ndvevrg, ps is characteristic of Fielding, the idea, is 

not that radical nor that revolutionary* Fielding asso¬ 

ciates virtue with the country and vice with the city, 

but he did not advocate a wholesale return to the rural 

districts* 

V 
45 

Tom Jones* lublished in February 1749, is Fielding’s 

firat positive contribution to the moral philosophy of the 

40 
Gentlemr.n * 8 Ifr gr, aIne, XIX (174Q\ 96* "The history of 
Yon Jones, a foundling,' by H. Fielding, Esq* in 6 vola,, 
18 s*, Hillar," 
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13th century* It has been the purpose of this discuss¬ 

ion to show that from the time of the essays In the 

Champion, yielding was interested in problen3 of human 

conduct, but previous ventures appear insignificant 

beside the confessedly problematical Tom Jones* Jonathan 

ViId is an attempt to show the evil effects of a popular 

criminal on innocent people* Shamela is a vigorous bur¬ 

lesque on the central ethical doctrine of Pme)r* Joseph 

Andrews begins as an imitation of ^aii£la, but it changes 

its direction and becomes a record of the adventures of 

a simple and Innocent character in a much less simple 

world. Each of these pieces lias adefiuifce moral tone, 

but nowhere before Tom Jones is there a definite state¬ 

ment of a problem and a definite attempt at a solution, 

'flic confusion of motives in Joseph Andrews divides the 

honors rather unequally between Joseph and Adams, Heart- 

free and Jonathan Mid vie with each other for the center 

of centers* Tom Jones, however, is the center of the 

problem? he i3 the problem itself around which the novel 

is built* He is yielding»s contribution to the contro¬ 

versy over man»s place in the world. 

The preceding half-century of thought had been 

much occupied with the very problem of human nature 

which Pielding considers in this novel. The deists had 
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written many pamphlets and volumes to show that man mu3t 

of necessity obey the natural laws which had existed Ions 

before Christianity* Man was shown to be a part of tho 

"stupendous whole" whose laws he could not disobey if 

he would* Tho rejection of all evil was a characteristic 

part of the deistical system, while the corruption of 

human nature, on the other hand, had so overwhelmed the 

orthodox churchmen that they could see no hope for man 

unless he embrace the Christian faith, not as defined 

in the ITew Testament, but as set forth by the commenta¬ 

tors of the Holy Scriptures. While the deists were 

concerned with the natural laws and their mathematical 

beauty, the churchmen were occupied with talk about the 

value of revealed religion and the necessity of accepting 

it. The churchmen were not, however, prepared to accept 

the belief of Mandeville that human nature is not only 

corrupt in the beginning, but remains so throughout life* 

Mandeville*3 picture of the utter degradation of human 

nature i3 in direct opposition to the optimistic view of 

Shaftesbury who held that "all partial evil is ’universal 

good," 

Pielding*s novel is an excellent presentation in 

popular form of the 18th century controversy, and is 
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stiong evidence against the conception that he was lost 

in the face of abstrrétions and could not advance “beyond 

a world of stcgecoaehcc, inns, rn<3 robust country life. 

From the days of the Champion» Fielding had been an 

opponent of deism, though, in the essays he had been 

concerned more with llandeville,s theories than with 

the direct exponents of natural religion* The creation 

of llmackum and Square show that he was keenly aware of 

contemporary thought, and not, as has been supposed, 

that he was ridiculing philosophical tendencies which 

he oould not understand. As ho himself says* it was 

not. religion and virtue which he w*,s exposing, but the 

want of then. He felt that the two main streens of 

thought had failed to emphasise the mort ir.rortrnt pert 

of the whole problem, man himself. In his attempt to 

present the several parts of the problem in concrete 

form and to present abstractions as individual human 

beings, Fielding ha3 left more than the bare outlines 

of the qualities, Blifil and Allworthy arc not, however, 

examples of his whclplosc'r}e°i In the face of r.n abstract 

quality,"*® but only further proof that the moralist 

Æ ** 

°Thr»t is the position taken by Bateson in his English 
Comic Drama, 1700-1750 (Oxford, 1929), p, 139, 
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often overshadows the novelist. Fielding’s zeal in ex¬ 

pounding his ethical theories prevented him iron seeing 

the artistic defects in hi3 own characters, 

Fielding’s rejection of the theories of Thracian 

*nd of r.qunre is ’"ot : rojocti^r of theories in themselves, 

hut e belief thrt rnn’s no tare c?n not he measured by a 

set of generalities which trice no account of individual 

differences and which arc treed on no observation cf 

the workings of human nature. Taking © person Those 
he 

actions could not definitely/classified a3 virtuous or 

vicious» he places him in the u’dst cf a varied group of 

people, each of whom judges his actions in a different 

ray. Thwac?ct;er reject,3 his actions hoc.* use they ere not 

inspired by th» divine grace as defined by tae Church of 

England. Square rejects them because they do not arise 

from an ad*n1 ration of the eternal rule of right. Allworthy 

cannot distinguish the appearance of good from good itself, 

and he sends away the lad who has a nature basically good, 

and embraces the utterly selfish and hypocritical nephew. 

Each of these men judged Tom Jones by preconceived notions 

of right and wrong and each of them was utterly Incorrect in 

his judgment, ifter false starts rnd several falls by the 

wayside, Ton Jone3 turns out to be a worthy and honorable 
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young man who will henceforward lend a sober* virtuous 

life (GO Yielding would have us believe), filled with 

good deeds as well as good intentions, natural goodness 

of the heart confines itself to no formulas and creeds, 

but, in spite of deviations from the otraight and narrow 

path, it will eventually overcome temptation and rise to 

a virtuous life. 
# 

£ieldingfa perception of th3 defects in a scheme of 

complete corruption and in a system of mathematical moral¬ 

ity is proof of the strength of his critical ability# lie 

had h_id much pi*aetiee in pointing out to his con tempore ries 

the defects in tlie political, moral, and social systems of 

the 10th century. His last plays, and some of the essays 

in the Champion were designed to expose the practices of 

the toalpolo government. Jonr than Vild was partially 

directed against the public taste for crime literature. 

Shamela and Joseph Andrews ridicule the popular admira¬ 

tion for Pamela and tir. B. as well as the prudential 

ethics of Iilchardson.- The True Patriot was begun for 

the purpose of snowing the danger of embracing the cause 

of the Young Pretender* yielding was capable of seeing 

the defects in contemporary systems of thought, but he 

did not realise that his own solution to the ethical 
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protleia had fallacies thet would detract much from his 

reputation ao a moralist* 

The lacl: of noml progress in the character of Jones 

is the main criticism of 3'iclding*s presentation of him 

as a creature of good impulses* Prom the first appear¬ 

ance of young Jones until hia last triumphant scene with 

Sophia, he rmains a creature of good intentions* One 

waits in vain for the tine when his actions will corres¬ 

pond with his intentions, and one can say that Pielding 

lies at last proved his theory — "A good heart is the 

loot im*. or want thing, sifter all)" That time never comes* 

Tho reader is told that Jone3 is henceforth to be a vir¬ 

tuous young nun, hut he is given no proof that the natural 

goodness of tne heart has ultimately triumphed over the 

to rpt étions of x.no world end the flesh* Has Sophia any 

proof that Jones will not become a Billy Booth after the 

first year of their married life? T/ill not Tom in the 

future ha aa liable to accept a challenge to love as he 

was whan Lady Balias ton flung down the gauntlet? The 

logical conclusion 'is tint ho probably would* 

Torn Jones in prison is a miserable and pitiable per¬ 

son* he is there ca a icsult of his own rash actions, but 

one is r. rod eus to see how he is going to obtain his freedom 
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and reinstate himelf in tho favor of Allvorthy and 

Sophia. At this point, tha dramatic career of Yielding 

begins to evert ito influence and motivated the action 

in tha latter part of the novel so that the philosophical 

premises of the beginning ere disregarded and well-nigh 

annihilated* Fielding intiraates that Toa could even¬ 

tual] y win the regard of his estranged friends, hut 

fortune is hind, and causes Fitzpatrick to recover, 

brings Square to confession, and sends lire* inters to 

Allworthy with the revelation of Tom’s parentage* Jones 

is released, reinstated in Allworthy’a favor, and rewarded 

with the hand of Sophia. Rewarded for what? For the 

trials he has endured because of his own actions? llo* 

For the virtuous life which ne will live in the future 

under the influence of Sophia’s gentle and loving nature* 

The period of mental stress which he should undergo ns 

punishie.it for his sins is postponed, and never really 

takes nlace, Fielding has conducted his hero into a 

labyrinth with the purpose of letting him find his own 

way out{ but, as tho novel lengthens’end the plot be¬ 

comes exceedingly complicated, he lifts Jones out bodily, 

^“...for thoi jh no [jones} did not alw;./*, act rightly» 
yet he never did otherwise without feeling end suffer¬ 
ing for It.” fT^ira Jone* (London, 1902}I, 164.) 
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end assures ua that it is 4US^ the sane as if the young 

nan had found his own way* 

The fret that Yielding draws conclusions for which 

he has not given sufficient substantiation is more ob¬ 

vious than the fallacy in his conception of the nature 

of man* In his Inquiry Concerning Virtue Lord Shaftesbury 

had set forth his doctrine that the heart of a human being 

must of necessity approve in some measure of what is natur¬ 

al and honest and disapprove of what is dishonest and 

corrupt* The belief in the "moral sense" of man is a 

part of the optimistic system which rejects all evil* 

Like the other deist3 of the 18th century, Shaftesbury 

believed in a mathematically designed universe vfoere 

every part occupies its proper place in accordance with 

the nature of things* The philosopher Square quotes 

many passages "from the great Lord Shaftesbury" concerning 

the good of the whole to which all apparent evil contri¬ 

butes, but Fielding*s opposition to one part of Shaftes¬ 

bury* a system does not prevent him from accepting another 

part* That the heart must of necessity approve of honest 

actions and disapprove of corrupt ones is the basis of 

Jones* character* Fielding begins the novel in the form 

of an experiment, a testing-out of the theory of Shaftes¬ 

bury, but before he reaches the end he becomes involved 
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in the dramatic implications of the plot and fails to 

carry his experiment to a conclusion* He tells us that 

the natural goodness of the heart has triumphed over 

evil* All well and good# But what about Blifil? Boes 

Fielding believe in natural badness of the heart? /re 

some people naturally good and others naturally evil? 

Shaftesbury rejects evil in itselfj what 13 evil to 

the unphilosophic mind is in reality universal good# 

Fielding does not give an adequate solution of the 

problem of evil* Blifil is never given an opportunity 

of following the dictates of his own heart, for he is 

damned before he ever appears on the scene# The seme 

lack of moral progress that is evident in the character 

of Jones is strikingly apparent in the character of 

Blifil* Fielding has repeatedly asserted that human 

nature is not a sink of iniquity, but he has drawn 

Blifil from an idea completely in accord with Hande- 

ville’a theory that all actions are ultimately resolv¬ 

able into selfishness# Handeville, however, admits 

that good may arise from selfish motives, while Fielding 

does not attribute any virtuous action or intention to 

Blifil* 

Although Tom Jones was conceived in an "ethical 

laboratory," and although there are defects in his com¬ 

position, he is an exceedingly significant creation for 
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yielding as well as for the 18th century* He is to 

Fielding what Emile is to Rousseau; he occupies a posi¬ 

tion that Richardson coveted for Sir Charles Grandison* 

The central idea was not original with Fielding, and it 

is interesting to note that there was a prototype also 

48 
for the external form of Tom Jones* In one of the 

49 
errly essays in the Tatler* the writer defines a "Rake" 

as the "moat agreeable of all bad characters," 

"His faults proceed not from choice or in¬ 
clination, but from strong passions and 
appetites which are in youth too violent 
for the curb of reason, good sense, good 
manners, and good nature» all of which 
he must have by nature and education, before 
he can be allowed to be, or to have been 
of this order*" 50 

51 
neither Fielding ior the essayist A think such a 

character really bad. His good manners, his education, 

end above all his good intentions arouse the pity and 

sympathy of both men, and they look upon a Rake with a 

48 
Pointed out by Tffilhelm Dibelius, "Englische Romankunst," 
Palaestra xcii (1910), 98* 

49hro, 27, in British Essayists (Boston, 1856), I, 294, 295, 

50Ibld. 
51 
The essay is not signed, but it is in Steele’s style* 



great deal of indulgence* Like the Rake, Tom Jones has 

"no enjoyment but what is followed by remorse; no relief 

from remorse, but the repetition of his crime*" Such is 

exactly the state of young Jones, who repents of his 

affair with Molly Seagrim, only to submit again to her 

charms when he takes too much wine* Tom is not at all 

vicious; he is an enemy only to himself and as such is 

to be looked upon with compassion* Through sympathy 

with Tom’s Intentions to be good, the reader is to be 

brought to a realization of the moral worth of natural 

goodness* Richardson made an appeal to tears in order 

to bring men to an appreciation of the beauty of virtue. 

In both men, the sentiment employed was a means to an 

end — the teaching of a moral truth. Fielding announces 

that he wishes to laugh men out of their follies and vices 

but when he wishes to advance a positive doctrine of his 

own, he, too, resorts in some measure to sentiment, wish¬ 

ing to arouse, not tears, but a good-natured sympathy 

for his hero* 

The world in which Tom Jones has his trials and 

troubles is presented in three different settings* the 

country estate of Squire Allworthy in Somersetshire, the 

highroads of England, and the city of London* The events 
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which take place at Allworthy*s estate are decidedly 

the most significant as far as ethical theory is con¬ 

cerned* Here a.re the characters who ore to judge Toot 

Jones — Allworthy, Thwackum, and Square. Here is the 

personification of hypocrisy, Blifil, who is to he con¬ 

trasted with the frank and honest Jones. By the time 

the hero has reached the age of fourteen, the stage is 

set, and the action begins with the shooting of a par¬ 

tridge on Squire Westerns game preserve. Tom Jones 

tells a lie in order to protect Block George? he is 

discovered, and the opposing chorus of Thwackum and 

of Squrre bcgit their interpretations of Jones* action. 

Square cannot reconcile the motive and the action, and 

so rejects the good intention because the natural 

beauty of virtue cannot ally itself with a vicious 

deed. Thwackum cannot find any virtue in the motive, 

because Tom told a lie, and the church of England nowhere 

recommends falsehood. Allworthy rises to the occasion 

and refuses to condemn Tom, on the grounds that he was 

jqcting from a mistaken sense of honor, Cüfii# the 

betrayer of Tom*s confidence, escapes without blame. 

The first incident shows all the main actors in 

their characteristic positions, and until Tom leaves 
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Allworthy’s estate, the forces for and against him are 

disposed in almost exactly the sane way as they are in 

the events centering around the shooting of the partridge# 

Every action has an element of good that far overbalances 

any evil that may be there# The sale of the horse, the 

seduction of lîolly Seagrim, Tom’s over-indulgence at 

Airworthy’s recovery — none of these deeds could be 

censured as the result of premeditated evil# Tom always 

moans to do well, but his lack of judgment and his ani¬ 

mal spirits carry him into situations from which he does 

not escape without blemish# Contrast with his actions 

those of the hypocritical Blifil# tinder the appearance 

of virtue, there is a scheming, plotting, selfish nature, 

that has no spark of love and sympathy for anyone but 

V# Blifil himself# His many underhanded tricks even¬ 

tually bring about the dismissal of Jones and deprive him 

of Allworthy’3 favor# Blifil sins against his fellow- 

manj Jones sins against himself# Is there any doubt as 

to w/hich is the more virtuous? 

Thwackum and Square completely miss the real moral 

velue of Tom’s actions because they cannot classify them 

according to their hard and fast rules, /llworthy con¬ 

demns the actions but approves of the motives until he 
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is blinded by the hypocrisy of Blifil and the deceit 

of Square* Sophia alone recognizes the real worth of 

Ton Jones as Fielding would have him judged, and her 

failure to condemn Ton for his relations with Molly 

Seagrin is indicative of the attitude Fielding himself 

assumes tov/ard the youthful misdemeanor* Molly*a prom¬ 

iscuity with other men relieves Tom from moral judgment, 

but cvon so, it would not have been R major crime in 

Fielding*s eyes* The fact that Molly was the temptress 

removes the blame from Ton, for he is not a Joseih 

Andrews, but a healthy young nan who trices what life 

has to offer* As has been noted before, the question 

of male chastity was not a debatable one with Fielding* 

However ridiculous Lady Booby may be, she expresses the 

author*s own attitude when she exclaims in a horrified 

tone, "Your virtue?" 

Convinced that Tom has become an ungrateful profli¬ 

gate, Allwarthy turns the lad away without giving him 

any opportunity of explaining or justifying his actions* 

The alliance of goodness and hypocrisy is indicative of 

the blind spot in Allworthy*3 judgment of men; liïce Adams 

he caw no further into the characters of men than they 

desired tlr t he should. As a result, Jones is thrown on 
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his own resources on the highways of England with cn 

eccentric barber cs his companion, and begins a series 

of adventures which abound in humor, but which have a 

very small place in a consideration of Fielding’s ethics» 

Jones’ encounter with Ensign ITotherton raises the ques¬ 

tion of honor versus religion which both the hero and 

the author have difficulty in solving» Shall Jones 

conform to convention and fight a duel in order to 

preserve his honor, or shall he disregard the con¬ 

tempt of his associates and obey the Divine commands? 

Jones never comes to a decision in his mind, but his 

actions show that he chose to risk heavenly displeasure 

rather then to make himself an object of ridicule* In 

/maila there is no question about honor versus religion. 

52 
Fielding has decided definitely in favor of religion. 

All the events on the road more or less center 

around the inn at Upton, The scenes staged there are 

®^Dr, Harrison gives Fielding’s opinion* "HonourÎ non¬ 
sense Î Can honor dictate to him to disobey the express 
commands of his itaker, in compliance with a custom es¬ 
tablished by a set of blockheads, founded on false 
principles of virtue, in direct owoosition to the 
plain and positive precepts of religion, and tending 
manifestly to give a sanction to ruffians and to 
protect them in all the ways of impudence and vill¬ 
ainy?" (melia (London, 1903), II, 303. 
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exceedingly well managed and show good dramatic tech¬ 

nique on Fielding^s part, hut they are also some of 

the most difficult parts to explain with the exception 

of the Lady Bellnston affair* Yfas Tom Jones hlanable 

or was he excusable for the reason that Mrs# Waters 

was a willing accomplice? There is no doubt that 

Fielding held Tom accountable for this fall by the 

wayside, for he causes him to suffer great mental 

stress as a result of this action# More than any¬ 

where else in the novel Tom really undergoes remorse 

of conscience, and one feels thot he has been suffic¬ 

iently punished, and will now begin his life anew* Un¬ 

fortunately, the chastened mood does not last* Tom 

arrives in London in a virtuous frame of mind and 

immediately falls into the toils of Lady Bsllaeton# 

That Tom Jones could know that he was so near 

his Sophia, and yet submit to a paid relationship with 

Lady Bellaston has called forth a great amount of cri¬ 

ticism# Some have felt that the incident spoils the 

entire book, but surely he must have a poor memory 

and an unappreciative soul who would destroy the 

really excellent, artistically as well as ethically, 

preceding pages because of this one unsavory event# 
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In an age so utterly different from the 18th century 

it is difficult to say exactly what the contemporary 

attitude v-a3* Richardson and his friends» of course» 

violently disapproved» hut there seems to have heen 

an equal number who admired the hook exceedingly» 

qnd who accepted this affair as Fielding would have 

53 
them accept it— as an unfortunate but certainly 

not tragic event in the career of the well-meaning 

but heedless lad. As has been noted above, the pun¬ 

ishment dealt out to Tom is not nearly equal to the 

sins he has committed. Fielding complicates the 

plot and must bring about the conclusion in such a 

short space compared with the leisurely method of 

the rest of the book that he does r ot actually have 

time to spend many pag©3 on a netanorphosio of Tom’s 

aoul. He finishes up with a grand dramatic flourish, 

but he has not catisfactorily answered his own problem 

that he stated in the beginning. 

The conclusion of Tom Jones brings up the question 

of what Hr. Addison calls the "chimerical notion of 

53 
"Jones had never less inclination to an amour than 
at present? but gallantry to the ladies was among 
his principles of honor? end he held it as much 
incumbent upon him to accept a challenge to love 
as if it had been a challenge to fight•" (Tom Jones. 
Ill, C4.) 
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Poetical. Justice# " which "a ridiculous doctrine in 

modern criticism" has led authors to think "that they 

are obliged to an equal distribution of rewards and 

punishments, and an impartial execution of poetical 

54 
justice#” It is a subscriber to the "ridiculous 

notion" that Fielding brings Ton Jones to a close# 

The evil are punished, and the good are rewarded al¬ 

most beyond their merits# Blifil is subjected to the 

cane treatment that Allworthy formerly noted out to 

Ton, and the last glimpse one has of the villain is 

his hypocritical conversion to methodical in order to 

morry a rich widow. Thwackroa likewise remains a hypo¬ 

crite until 'ihe end of his days, but the other charac¬ 

ters are disposed of with greater or lesser rewards 

as Yielding thinks they deserve# It is this idea of 

dealing out poetical justice, and the dramatic com¬ 

plications of the events in the city that prevent the 

fusion of the dramatic and philosophical elements in 

the latter third of the novel# Richardson quite con¬ 

sciously avoided giving out "poetical justice" in hia 

Clarissa, Harlore and in his postscripts to that novel 

and to Sir Charles Grandison, he explains that eudden 

54 
Spectator, no* XL» from British R3sa.yists (London* 
Î855T7T7 239, 290# 
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conversionshave neither nature nor probability in them, 

Richardson was rather triumphantly proclaiming that he 

had not made the error in these novels that he ma.de in 

Pamela» and he repays Fielding to some extent for the 

ridicule in Shmele. by pointing out that that author 

had gone the way of the vulgar end used cn ordinary 

device to bring about the conclusion of Tom Jones 

Richardconts criticism of the "hasty reformation" is 

not far wrong, and one must accept the fact that Field¬ 

ing^ Tom Jones has many defects in the latter part. 

Those defects do not, however, take awe y from the ex¬ 

cellent work in the first four hundred pages of the 

novel, and for these alone, Fielding deserves to be 

commended es en acute critic of his own age* 

I CEU not at all agree with Fat coon that "his phil¬ 

osophy t', hardly e philosophy at all, that it is a 

hand to mouth affair including only two permanent con¬ 

victions* the first a b omdless confidence in good in¬ 

tentions* the second a distrust of hypocrisy [a conven- 
* c /* 

lent label for what he did not understand)^ Fielding 

55 
"It has been said, in behalf of many modern fictitious 
pieces, in which authors have given success (end happi¬ 
ness, as it is called) to their heroes of vicious, if 
not of profligate characters, that they have exhibited 
human nature as it is. Its corruption may, indeed, be 
exhibited in the faulty character; but need pictures of 
this be held out in books? Is not vice crowned with 
success, triumphant; and rewarded, end perhaps set off 
with wit and spirit, a dangerous presentation? And is 
it not made even more dangerous by the hasty reformation 
introduced, in contradiction to all probability, for 
the sake of patching up what is celled a happy endirg?" 
(Postscript to Sir Charles Grandison (London, 1902), VII, 
330,) 
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did not trust blindly in good intentions, but offered 

the theory of intentions epringirg from the natural 

goodness of the heart as his solution to a moral prob¬ 

lem, I have attempted to show that he was keenly aware 

of the contemporary systems of thought and he saw thet 

those theories made the mistake of attempting to judge 

men by set formulas. In place of mathematical proposi¬ 

tions, he advocated a confidence in man himself, who, 

if created by c-od, as neither the deists nor the or¬ 

thodox party denied, must surely have a divine part 

that would prevent him from being utterly vicious, 

Fielding does ~ot say whether this part is the con¬ 

science or the moral sense which Shaftesbury believed 

in, but he is convinced that something of that nature 
57 

exists, A man may commit some bad deeds, but a 

single bad act does not constitute a villain. Only 

that person who covers his villainy with a veil of 

56 
English Conic Drama (Oxford, 1929), p, 140* 

®7&Ir* Jones had somewhat about him, which, though I think 
writers are not thoroughly agreed in its name, doth cer¬ 
tainly inhabit some human breasts; whose use is not so 
properly to distinguish right from wrong ps to prompt 
and incite thorn to the former and to restrain and with¬ 
hold them from the latter,M (Tom Jones, I, 163,) 
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hypocrisy is completely lost* 

Fielding does not tell us vhy the quality \/hich 

distinguishes right iron wrong should occupy some, 

hut not all human breasts -- If he meant to inply 

that a reperted refusal to obey its voice dulled its 

sensitiveness, he failed to do so, for LIifil is never 

given an op.ortunity of undergoing a struggle between 

right and wrong* As the novel progresses, sentiment 

begins to occupy a larger and larger place, and Torn 

Jones is commanded, not because ho has acted as he 

should, but because ho ha3 an abundance of pity, sym¬ 

pathy, and love for his follow-man* Fielding comes 

very close to his doctrine in Amelia, that Ma good heart 

will at all times botray the best head in the world*H 

Fielding does not show us that Jonas* natural goodness 

ever actually triumphed, but one is expected to realize 

that the generosity, kindness, and hone-t affection which 

he had for. his fellow-man wore than overbalanced any 

foolish actions he my have committed* 

VI 

Amelia* the fourth and last novel of Henry Fielding, 

53 
was published in December, 1751* 7ritten during Fielding*s 

^G6ntlemrm*a ICrgezine, XXI (1751), 574» "Amelia in 4 books 
12 mo; by Henry Fielding, Esq*, 10 s* stitched* îlillar," 



term r~s Justice of tho Pence for the County of Hiddleuex 

it is the result of first-hand observation and sober de¬ 

liberation on the virtues ar.o' vices of human nature. It 

is Fielding’s own answer to the unsolved problems in 

Ton Jones. 

Like its predecessor, /mella h-c in Its dedication 

an avowed norn.1 purpose* 

"The following hook is sincerely designed to 
promote the cause of virtue, and to expose 
some of the most glaring evils, is well 
public p.o private, which at present Infest 
the country.”59 

60 
The dedication of Ton Jon en has sl-iili r declare tion, 

hut the main difference in the two novels lies in 

the method by which the cause of virtue is to he 

promoted. In Tom Jones it is to he done by neens of 

humor: 

"For these purposes I have employed all the 
wit end humour of which I m master in the 
following history* wherein I have endeavored 
to laugh mankind out of their favorite follies 
and viceo."0'** 

59/melia (London, 1903), I, 12. 
1*A 

° "Besides displaying th*»t beauty of virtue which may 
attract the adhirotion cf mankind, I have attempted 
to engage a stronger rotive to human action in her 
favour, h;1 convincing non, that their true interest 
directs then to a pursuit of her." (Tni Jones. I, 12). 

Sllbid. 
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In Amelia « it is to be done by means of sentiments 

"The good-natured reader, if his heart should 
be here affected will be inclined to pardon 
many faults for the pleasure he will receive 
from a tender sensation*"®* 

Xt is significant of the change in tone from Tom Jones 

to Amelia that he should speak of the "favorite follies 

and vices* in the former book, end of "the most glaring 

evils" in the latter# Fielding no longer looks upon 

the age as being merely frivolous* It is infested with 

evils which he will attempt to eradicate by showing 

their pernicious effects on virtuo* By arousing the 

tender sensations, he hopes to bring mankind to an 

appreciation of the necessity of good and virtuous 

conduct* It is precisely the method which Richardson 

used in ^mela and in Clarissa Herlowe* 

The situation in Amelia is much more complicated 

than that in Pamela or in Clarissa* In the latter 

novel, the heart-rending scenes of virtuo in distress 

are caused by Lovelaca,s persecution of Clarissa, and 

one is expected to love the heroine and despise the 

persecutor# The majority of Amelia*s sufferings arc 

caused by the heedlessness and bad judgment of her 

beloved husband# Amelia is the shining model of a 

virtuous wife just as Clarissa is the incomparable 

^Amelia, I, 12# 
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maiden, tout Booth is toy no means a Lovelace9 and he 

is an object of pity» not of hatred# Like Tom Jones» 

he does not intentionally do wrong# He has a sincere 

love for his wife and children» tout partly because of 

an error in his thinking, and partly because of the 

corrupt environment of London» he brings his family 

and himself deeper and deeper into debt until he is 

finally saved only toy the intervention of Providence 

who brings a Binner to a death-bed repentance# Booth 

does not act without thinking, as Tom Jones does, tout 

his thoughts are deflected from their proper course toy 

his belief that man acts from those passions which are 

uppermost in his mind# Fielding might have excused 

Booth’s mistakes on the same grounds that he excused 

Jones’ that he had good intentions, tout the con-» 

fidence in man’s own nature is diminished, and Booth 

is subjected to a much stricter moral judgment than 

Jones ever endured# 

In the opening chapter of Amelia# there is an in¬ 

teresting passage which is a kind of thesis for the 

novel* 

"I am, after much mature deliberation in¬ 
clined to suspect that the public voice 
hath, in all ages, done much injustice to 
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Fortune» and hath convicted her of many 
facts in which she had not the least con» 
eem* I question much whether we nay not» 
hy natural means» account for the success 
of knaves» the calamities of fools» with 
all the miseries in which men of sense 
sometimes involve themselves, hy quitting 
the directions of Prudence» and following 
the blind guidance of a predominant passionj 
in short» for all the ordinary phenomena 
which ere imputed to fortune, whom, perhaps 
men accuse with no leas absurdity in life 
than a bad player complains of ill luck at 
the game of chess*"63 

By "natural means," Fielding intends to account for 

the miseries in which Booth, "a man of sense" involved 

himself* Tom Jones was not held responsible for his 

actions because he followed his natural Instinctsj Booth 

is, because he followed the guidance of his predominant 

passions* Both men were naturally good at heart, and 

one is excused for his faults while the other is blamed* 

The cause of the different treatment of Booth and of 

Jones may be found in Fielding*s own conception of 

fortune, of passions, and of moral judgments, which 

has undoubtedly undergone a change since the writing 

of Tom Jones* 

Whether Booth is supposed to represent Tom Jones 

63 
Amelia* I, 13» 14* 
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in married life does not much matter, hut there are 

many points of similarity between them* Both rre 

brave, handsome, young Englishmen who are gallant 

without being foppish, well-bred without being 

haughty, and well-educated without being pedantic? 

both abound in good intentions* There the resem¬ 

blance ends* Booth is exceedingly more complex 

than Jones* He has thought about problems of con¬ 

duct, and has come to the conclusion that men act 

from those passions that are uppermost in the mind* 

He has reasoned out an explanation of conduct, but 

he makes the mistake of using that explanation as 

an excuse. The many misfortunes which Booth had 

suffered caused him to assume an attitude of self- 

defense which was a way of relieving himself from 

moral judgments* He had, as Fielding says, turned 

the glass to his own advantage without realizing it* 

"In short, poor Booth imagined that a 
larger share of misfortunes had fallen 
to his lot than he had merited? and this 
led him. who (though a good classical 
scholar) was not deeply learned in re¬ 
ligious matters, into a disadvantageous 
opinion of Providence* A dangerous way 
of reasoning in which our conclusions 
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are not only too hasty, from an imperfect 
view of things hut are likewise liable to 
much error from partiality to ourselves, 
viewing our virtues and vices as through 
a perspective, in which we turn the glass 
always to our own advantage, so as to dim¬ 
inish the one, and as greatly to magnify 
the other, 

While Booth is actually more of an individual 

human being than Jones, he, too, has elements in 

his character that are related to the contemporary 

thought# The theory of the predominant passions 

had its most popular expression in Pope*s Essay on 

Han, In Epistle II of that poem, the Passions are 

explained as modes of Self-love, which is one of 

the two reigning principles in the human breast#®® 

The Passions are springs of motion that may make a 

man like unto a god or devil, depending solely on 

the amount of control which reason exercises over 

them,®® Controlled passions are turned into virtues 

Q^Amelia, I, 25# 

®5"TWO Principles in human nature reign, 
Self-love to urge, and Reason to restrain, 

Modes of Self-love the Passions we may call,1* 
(Pope, Essay on Man (London, 1822), Epistle II, 53, 
54, 937) 

"Reason the bias turns from good to ill. 
And Hero reign3 a Titus, if he will," (ibid,, lines 
197, 198,) 
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that far excell all otheret 

"The surest Virtues thus from Passions shoot. 
Wild Nature*s vigour working at the root**6" 

The passions may he turned to good or ill account; it 

rests with the individual and the use he makes of his 

divine part which is reason* 

Booth has embraced the doctrine of human passions 

as the basis of action, but he has united with his be¬ 

lief, a fatalism that was not intended to be part of 

Pope*s doctrine* Pope says that a man may become a 

Hero or a Titus* Booth says that one is carried along 

by his passions and has no control over his actions* 

His is the more comfortable doctrine, for it relieves 

68 
man from moral judgments, and gives him an excuse 

for all of his errors* 

Yielding himself more or less subscribes to the 

doctrine of passions, but he does not for that reason 

abandon his belief in virtue and vice* It is the 

Christian religion, and not reason alone which is to 

67lbld** Lines 183, 184* 

®®"Indeed I never was a rash disbeliever; my chief 
doubt was founded on this — that as men appeared 
to me to act entirely from their passions, their 
actions could have neither merit nor demerit*" 
{AmeLla, XI, 313*} 
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direct nan aright, A religion which appeals to the 

strongest passions of all, hope and fear, and which 

holds up before men the rewards and punishnents of 

an after-life is the most effective control for human 

nature,^ "The blind guidance of a predominant 

passion" leads men into dangers and difficulties, but 

passions controlled and directed by the fear of pun¬ 

ishment, and the hope of reward as defined by Chris¬ 

tianity may be brought to good account. It is a 

utilitarian viewpoint which Fielding advocates in 

.Amelia and one which is connected with the very eth¬ 

ical theory Richardson made the basis of Pamela, 

Many of Booth*s troubles proceed from his follow¬ 

ing his predominant passions, but the corrupt environ¬ 

ment of London causes distresses to both him and 

Amelia over which he has no control* It was pride 

which caused his downfall in the country, and brought 

him to London to retrieve his fortunes* Predominant 

° Dr* Harrison expresses Fielding1s belief* "***if men 
act, as I believe they do, from their passions, it 
would be fair to conclude that religion to be true 
which applies immediately to the strongest of these 
passions, hope and fear; choosing rather to rely on 
its rewards and punishments than on that native beauty 
of virtue which some of the ancient philosophers 
thought proper to recommend to their disciples*" 
(Amelia. II, 313.) 
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passion led hlm into en illicit relationship -with 

Miss Matthews# Y/ine and a love for gaming drew 

Booth into the gambling house and caused him to go 

into debt for fifty pounds which he could so ill 

afford to pay. There were other troubles, however, 

which aros* from the environment and its character¬ 

istic inhabitants, Urs* Ellison, the noble lord, 

lira# James, Colonel James, Miss Matthews — these 

characters were all part of the background of the 

polluted city# However much Booth was to blame for 

his own actions, he was, as was Jones, like a foreig¬ 

ner Judginc people by the standards of his own country# 

So much vice was hidden under the appearance of virtue 

that neither Booth nor Jones can be entirely blamed 

for the errors they fell into in London# Ordinarily 

rascals and hypocrites would have been recognizable* 

but the sophistication of the town deceived the young 

men who came from more simple and elemental environ¬ 

ments# They are apt to Judge men by the good impulses 

in their own hearts# Booth never realized that Jemes 

had designs on his wife’s virtue# He himself had a 

sincere affection for Jemes and he did not perceive 



the extent to which hie friend’s sensuality carried 

him. 

The natural goodnecs of the heart which was the 

prime characteristic of Jones* character i3 likewise 

one of Booth*a strong points, hut Fielding has come 

to the realisation that nan’s own nature is not omni¬ 

potent, He has not Inst confidence in its ultimate 

goodness, hut he sees that there are so many corrupt¬ 

ing influences that few people are able to retain the 

native virtue with which they were endowed. The 

evils which assail human nature are not the result 

of the work of the Divine Creator; such a conclusion 

would he much to the dishonor of God, Vhat the ori¬ 

gin of evil is, Fielding makes no attempt to explain, 

hut he says that it is had education, had habits, and 

71 
had morals which spoil the innate goodness of man. 

^Fielding says of Dr, Harrison» "*,,he had a tender¬ 
ness of heart which is rarely found amohg men; for 
which I know no other reason than that true goodness 
Is rarely found among them," (Amelia. II, 142,) 

71»nature of man is far from being in itself evil; 

it abounds with benevolence, charity, and pity, covet¬ 
ing praise and honour, and shunning shame and disgrace 
Bad education, had habits, and had customs, debauch 
our nature, and drive it headlong es it were into vice 
Amelia, II, 143,) 
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These evil influences have their effect on the 

lives of Booth and of Amelia, Booth’s own innate 

goodness, and Amelia’s shining example of virtuous 

conduct l:oep his own nature untainted, hut such 

people as Miss Matthews, Captain Trent, and Colonel 

Janes play upon his passions and lead hin into 

actions that Bring shout hie ruin and ne: r destruc¬ 

tion# AB was said above, Booth is held responsible 

for many of the misfortunes which rs3ail him, hut 

much of the blame is also laid to the environment# 

One of the most foolish things that Booth doe3 is 

to turn over to a "great man" the fifty pounds which 

he owed as a gambling debt to Trent# Amelia raised 

the money by pawning all of her clothes, but Bidding 

does not censure Booth for the action# It is the 

"great man" whom he takes to task! 

"Here I shall atop one moment, and so, 
perhaps, will my good-natured reader} 
for surely it must be a hard heart which 
is not affected with reflecting on the 
manner in which this poor little sum was 
raised, and on the manner in which it was 
bestowed. A worthy family, the wife and 
children of a nan who had lost his blood 
abroad in the service of his country, 
parting with their little all, and ex¬ 
posed to cold and hunger, to pamper such 
a fellow as this#"’** 

72Amella. II, 268# 
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Is there any remedy for the "had education, 

had habits and had eus tous'1 which mankind in gen¬ 

eral, and Booth in particular are subject to? Has 

natural goodness no safeguard against the evils of 

the world? (Booth is sufficient proof that it does 

need a safeguard*) The answer in /.riella is that the 

Christian religion 13 the champion of natural good¬ 

ness against the wickedness of the world* This doc¬ 

trine is not a direct contradiction of the philosophi¬ 

cal implications of Tom Jones* Fielding has not gone 

over to the aide of Thwackum, hut a close relationship 

with the erring members of society had convinced him 

that nan* a nature was not strong enough in itself to 

eschew evil and follow the good, Tom Jones never 

actually rose to that height* Blifil waa a contra¬ 

diction to the doctrine of natural goodnesa for which 

Fielding offered no explanation, while Booth1s suff¬ 

erings show that a theory of good intentions is not 

the whole solution to the problem of evil* Booth and 

Jones fall hy the wayside, hut Amelia remains impreg¬ 

nable to all assaults because she has Christian for¬ 

titude and Christian faith* 
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The source of the doctrine of Christianity in 

Amelia is Dr# Harrison himself, and his teachings 

and practical applications of his theories# After 

the ridicule of the extreme orthodox party in Ton 

Jones, Dr# Harrison might appear to he a complete 

change in Fielding*a ideas about religion, but an 

examination of his creed proves that the change is 

not exceedingly radical# Hot even in /melia does 

Fielding believe that articles of faith and orthodox 

codes are the most important part of religion# Just 

as Adams believed in a practical Christianity, so Dr* 

Harrison practices a religion of love and helpfulness 

toward his fellow-man# Externally there vere no points 

of comparison between the two upholders of the Christian 

faith# Dr# Harrison is not a roving parson, but a true 

dignitary of the church# Adams arouses sympathetic 

humour by his ludicrous actions, while the doctor in¬ 

spires admiration and respect through his kindly actions 

and witty dialogue. Like Adams, however, Dr, Harrison 

is the material as well as the spiritual guardian of 
* 

his flock, and if he appears more orthodox than Adans, 

he is not a whit the less human and lovable* 
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UTaila Dr« Harrison, because of the author*a 

method of presenting him, seems to conform more to 

the orthodox creed than Adams, his religion, too, 

must "be considered in it3 13th century environment 

in order to he fully understood* Adams more or less 

disregarded creeds, and placed the emphasis on the 

practical side of Christianity, even inclining to» 

ward a system of personal relationships "between men 

away from the guidance of orthodoxy# Since Joseph 

Andrews was partly directed against the current idea 

of virtue for the sake of earthly reward, Fielding 

avoids the utilitarisn implications usually attending 

a practical conception of Christianity* In Tom Jones, 

Fielding intends to show that the hero suffers for 

his wrong doing by the loss of his inward peece of 

mind, but he also intends to show that virtue is 

actually advantegeous, and vice dangerous to one*s 

73 
happiness* Tom Jones does not fail to receive a 

73 
«♦Besides displaying that beauty of virtue which may 
attract the admiration of mankind, I have attempted 
to engage a stronger motive to human action in her 
favor, by convincing men that their true interest 
directs them to a pursuit of her*” (Ton Jones, I* 12)* 
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substantial material reward, in spits of Fielding’s 

ridicule of Panola, and it was noticed that Richard¬ 

son criticized Fielding for dealing out poetic Jus¬ 

tice with such a lavish hand. He himself had con¬ 

sciously placed Clarissa*a reward in Heaven* In 

Ariel in, Fielding has openly and unashamedly taken 

up the belief in rewards and punishments for the 

sake of inculcating morality* His years as a Justice 

of the Peace had convinced him that the majority of 

mankind are not virtuous for the sake of virtue, but 

that their hopes, and their fears must be appealed 

to before they will conform to society’s rules for 

the preservation of its individual members# 

In accepting tho necessity of rewards and pun¬ 

ishments, Fielding was, characteristically, going 

the way thr-t the century went. The next half century 

of morality was in accord with the morality Fielding 

74 
expounded in Ariel la* Paley, in his Horal Philosophy, 

has given a compaot statement of what may be called 

the orthodox theory* For him, Christianity was meant 

to supply the motives and rules for morality, and not 

74. 
Principles of Moral and. Political Philosophy, 1785* 
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the precepts of a strictly orthodox faith* The purpose 

of the Christian religion was to establish a proof of 

a future state of rewards and punishments* I’aley can¬ 

didly states that "Virtue is the doing good to Mankind, 

in obedience to the will of God, and for the cake of 

everlasting happiness s*"*^ He completely denies the 

existence of a noral sense, which Shaftesbury believed 

in, and which was connected with the natural goodness 

in Tom Jones, rand says that the basis of morality is 

the will of Cod set forth in the Scriptures* 

Fielding himself had seen the defects in the 

theory of a moral sense* If Tom Jones had such a 

human barometer in his bre-st, it failed to function, 

and it Is significant that Booties actions are explained 

by his erroneous acceptance of the fatality of human 

passions* Fielding admits that Booth did wrong* and he 

attempts to explain why, He tells us that Tom Jone3 

had a "something" in his breast that let him know when 

he was doing wrong, but Fielding newer shows us that 

"something" in actual operation* It did not prevent 

Jone3 from falling into many errors* Human nature 

must have an incentive to virtue, and that incentive 

quoted by Leslie Stephen, English Thought* II, 122* 
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la furnished by the Christian doctrine of rer.ards and 

punishments. IIî the later utilitrrir.no Cod ns a per¬ 

sonal and near Divinity lied small place, tut Yielding 

has retained a revernnce and love for the Creator that 

is particularly apparent in the religious devotion of 

Amelia herself* He was an advocate for Christianity 

as a practical means of preventing vice, hut he has 

kept an admiration for the -Allmighty as a divinity, 

and not as the creator of P wonderful machine. 

The Preface to Amelia forecasts a more extensive 

use of sentiment than that found in the preceding novels* 

The choice of a heroine as the center of interest la 

extremely significant*19 In the other novels, the 

men rather than the women hrd held the center of the 

stage, and while lire* Heartfree* Panny, and Gophia 

are by no means pushed into the background, it is 

Heartfree, Joseph Andrews, and Tom Jones who motivate 

the plot and whoas actions are discussed and judged. 

The situation in I me 11a Is similar to that in Prmela 

and in Clarissa — a virtuous woman struggling to re¬ 

main chaste in the midst of an unfavorable environment. 

Although Booth is the center of action, Amelia is 
without doubt the center of interest. 
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The situation i itself — a married woman with three 

children, reduced to extreme poverty — is not condu¬ 

cive to hich excitement and tense moments, hut out of 

these commonplace elements I'ieldiug makes many tender 

scenes* 

As wc,s remarked above, the majority of Amelia*s 

distresses are caused by the heedlcscnesa of lier own 

husband, and it is this very circumstance that lends 

most of the sentiment to the novel. In Tom Jones, the 

hero*a actions affect no one but himself. Sophia is 

sincerely in love with Jones, but her whole iato is 

not tied up with his. She never suffers more other 

mental distress for his misdemeanors. T.ith Amelia, 

the situation is different. The preservation of her 

health as well as that of her children*a, not to men¬ 

tion her peace of nind, are dependent on Booth*e actions 

and judgment. His failure to take Amelia*s best Interests 

into consideration causes her to undergo many trials 

which Booth would not willingly have caused had he fore¬ 

seen the consequences. Pity rather than hatred describes 

the render*c feeling for Booth, and Au-lia*!, distressed 

condition arouses sympathy only slightly more than his 

remorse at having brought about that condition. By show¬ 

ing the results of Booth*s conduct on the innocent Amelia, 
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Fleldirg "brine- kb out a acre striking reelin'tion of 

his misdemeanors than he did for those of -on Jones* 

Jones' sinned, repented, rnd 7'ent hie way rejoicing* 

Booth sirs, ropentr, end seer the effect on his wife 

end family when he sincerely lores* Fielding ntill 

believes that a single "bed ret does not constitute a 

Villain, "but he shows thrt rn ret nry hare unforeseen 

consequences which nry orove fatal to the rotor and 

his dependents* For that reason, uncontrolled passions 

e.re exceedingly dangerous* 

Aside from the events connected *”ith the final loss 

of their possessions, there are other less exciting and 

dramatic scenes in the lives of Booth and Amelia nhich 

arouse a feeling of sympathy* /nolia with her children, 

engaged in the commonplace duties of housekeeping; the 

moves and countermoves of the anxious wife and the un¬ 

suspecting husband in connection v:ith t^o masquerade; 

the constant affection of Booth rnd Amelia for each 

other — all those details bring the honesty and sim¬ 

plicity of this little family into sharp contrast with 

the corrupt city, •'nd make the invasions or the town 

seem exceedingly vicious* Sentiment arising from £e<. 

tails and events of daily life was a new note in English 
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fiction* Fielding was not the first to attempt it, 

hut his successful treatment of "la Tie quotidienne" 

forecasts the more sentimental and romantic Vicar of 

Wakefield* 

Fielding is not interested in winging out tears 

merely for the sake of tears* YTith him, sentiment is 

inextricably bound up in goodness, and in Amelia he 

has identified goodness with sentiment* There are cer¬ 

tain actions, certain word3, and certain situations 

which should cause a tender sensation* He who does 

not become affected at Booth*s first parting with his 

wife, or at the death-bed confession of Atkinson, is 

either a depraved person, or well on the way to being 

such* The description of Amelia’s sufferings on the 

loss of her beauty causes the tears to gush from 

Booth's eyes — "such tears as are apt to flow from 

a truly noble heart at the hearing of anything sur¬ 

prisingly great and glorious*" Strong emotion was a 

sign of a noble character, and no one was ashamed to 

weep at a touching story* "A good heart will at all 

times betray the best head in the world*" Booth and 

Amelia are constantly prostrated with the violence of 

their grief* Colonel James, however friendly and gen- 
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erous, was of a lower order^ because he did not 

■become overwhelmed with emotion when he releaaed 

Booth from prison. True goodness is almost always 

allied with tenderness I 

"HThereas the man whose tender disposition 
really feels the miseries of another will 
endeavor to relieve them for his own sakej 
and in such a mind friendship will often 
get th^ superiority over every other pas» 

In the discussion of Booth's character, it was 

remarked that Amelia and Booth in London were like 

strangers in a foreign land* Amelia longs to return 

to the country, and pleads with Booth to undertake 

the life of a laborer rather than to remain longer 

in the hostile and wicked city* TKThen the fortune is 

finally recovered, the little family departs from 

the scene of its sufferings,and in the quiet of their 

provincial home they enjoy "an uninterrupted course 

of health and happiness*" It was a theme that had 

7\ man of this temper, who doth not much value danger, 
will fight for the person he calls his friend, and the 
man that hath hut little value for his money will give 
it to him) hut such friendship is never to he absolu¬ 
tely depended on, for whenever the favorite passion 
interposes with it, it is sure to subside and vanish 
into air*" (Amelia* II, 90.) 

78Anelia* II, 90. 
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appeared in Joseph Andrews and in TOPI Jones, hut in 

those novels, many of the scenes had been laid in the 

country, and the contrast had been apparent to the 

reader# In Amelia there is almost a total absence of 

country life# The only appearance is in Booth’s de-» 

scription of his peaceful days in his narrative in 

the prison# His outline of the enjoyable but to an 

external eye, uneventful days is the recurrent idea 

of the low and mean estate which made its appearance 

in the Champion and took on a more than conventional 

meaning in Andrexvs and in Jones# Simple virtuous people 

can not cope with the evils of the town in spite of the 

goodness of their hearts and the Christian religion# 

The wicked people of the world so far over-balance the 

good ones that the battle is likely to be unequal# The 

confidence in man’s nature is considerably lessened, 

and Fielding realizes the necessity of a stronger re¬ 

liance on a Supreme Being* 

"The love of one good person in the world 
is more worth having than that of a thous¬ 
and wicked ones* nay, if there was no such 
person in the world, still you must be 
[good]$ for there is one in heaven who 
will love you, and His love is better for 
you than that of all mankind#"79 

79 
Amelia. I, 191# 
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There is a different tone in that passage than 

any found in Andrews or Jones» In those novels, 

the love of one*s fellow-man was held to he the 

highest virtue. In Amelia, the love for God is 

an essential part of a good life. 

VII 

The Covent-Garden Journal following close on 

the heels of Amelia80 is a pragmatic application of 

the theories set forth in the novel. Actually it 

does not contain any strikingly new or different de¬ 

velopments, being mainly concerned with the practice 

of ethical principles, hut there are a few details 

which show a more radical tendency than is usual in 

the preceding work. 

The Joumal was a serious effort to correct the 

vicious habits of the people of London. Dobson has 

81 
called the essays "shrewd lay sermons," and I can 

think of no better appellation for them. So far was 

Fielding from writing essays for mere amusement that 

he says that wit and humour have no right to exist un¬ 

less they are used for the purpose of ridiculing folly 

80 
The first number appeared on January 4. 1752. See 
the Covent-Garden Journal, ed. Jensen (Hew Haven, 1916). 

8*Fleldlng (London, 1883), p. 162. 
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and vice» He agrees with the "ingenuous author of 

Clarissa" that "pleasantry should be made only the 

Vehicle of instruction," In theory, the moral pur¬ 

pose of ridicule was not new to Fielding, for that 

was the basic idea of the Preface to Joseph Andrews, 

but there are many scenes in Andrews and in Jones 

which would have great difficulty in exhibiting their 

moral passports. The famous battle between Holly Sea- 

grim and the country wenches would have to be rewritten 

to convey any moral instruction, and it is extremely 

fortunate for us that Fielding did not apply his stern 

rule to his preceding work, A literal application of 

the theory that a humorist succeeds only when "wit and 

humor are introduced for such good Purposes, when the 

agreeable is blended with the useful" would have de¬ 

stroyed some of the most delightful scenes in Tom Jones, 

The theory of wit and humour is not the only con¬ 

ception which has undergone a modification in the Covent- 

Garden Journal, Fielding*s attitude toward adultery and 

its attendant vices has been altered considerably since 

the days of Tom Jones, The same change was apparent in 
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Amelia, "but in the Journal he proposes a penalty that 

might help to eradicate the vices that penalty is duck* 

ing, The whole trouble lies in the fact that adultery 

does not cause a feeling of shame on the part of guilty 

persons, Zt has come to be regarded merely as an act 

of gallantry and is looked upon as a polite accomplish¬ 

ment of young gentlemen of the town rather than as one 

of the most odious of vices. Although it is actually 

one of the major crimes* real punishment would not be 

advisable. Ducking in a horse pond would cause the 

necessary feel,ing of shame and disgrace, and help to 

stamp out the evil and the indulgent attitude toward 

it, Hcwever ludicrous the penalty seems* Fielding 

was entirely serious in his denunciations, and it is 

certain that he thought a harmless punishment of some 

kind should be meted out to the offenders, Zt is a 

different attitude from that which explained Tom*s re- 

®%he quotations about adultery which are included in 
the Beauties of Fielding (London* 1782) are all taken 
from Amelia, Here is one of themi 

"To consider it in a human sense, there is 
scarce any guilt which deserves to be more 
severely punished than adultery# Zt includes 
in it almost every injury and every mischief 
which one man can do to, or can bring on 
another, Zt is robbing the husband of that 
property which, if he is a good man, he values 
above all others,,,,Zt is the destruction of 
his peace of mind, and even of his reputation. 
The ruin of both wife and husband, and some¬ 
times of the whole family, are the probable 
consequences of this fatal injury," (p, 9,) 
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lations with Lady Bellaston as "accepting a challenge 

to love as he would accept a challenge to fight," 

Related to the attitude toward the sin Itself is 

his refusal to accept the “belief that a few unchaste 

women will keep the sex in general on a higher plane. 

The idea that Yielding utterly rejects in the Covent» 

Garden Journal is one that Uandeville had held earlier 

in the century, and one that Yielding himself had more 

or less accepted in Sharacla and in Joseph Andrews, In 

those hooks, he had severely ridiculed the idea of male 

chastity, and in doing so, had of necessity admitted 

two classes of women. In the Journal he considers only 

one class of women, He asks a question which many ad¬ 

vocates of the double standard failed to ask* "“Whence 

are our prostitutes themselves to he supplied?" Who 

is willing to give up his sister, wife, or daughter 

in order that an ignoble passion may be satisfied? 

The solution to the problem is marriage. However 

humble the establishment, a legal relationship be¬ 

tween men and women is the only suitable arrangement. 

If women would content themselves with a modest but 

respectable station in life, and men would not insist 

on driving a coach-and-six, marriages of love could be 
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made, and much of the "social evil" could he abolished* 

So many of the moral and religious elements of 

/melia have been carried over into the Covent-Gerden 

Journal that it is not necessary to consider in detail 

all of the ethical doctrines which appear in the Jour¬ 

nal* At that time Fielding was exceedingly concerned 

with an attempt at actual reform of the vices rampant 

in London, but the proposals for those measures were 

published in such pamphlets as An Inquiry Into the 

Causes of the Late Increase of Robbers* and Proposals 

for making an Effectual Provision for the Poor* Through 

the essays in the Journal* he attempted to reach the 

general public with comments, some serious, some more 

in the tone of the lighter essays in the Champion* on 

the contemporary attitudes toward polite conversation, 

honor, duelling, and religion. There are many points 

of external comparison between the Journal and its pre¬ 

decessor by twelve years, the Champion, but there is 

seriousness of tone and a heaviness of style in the 

later essays which proclaim the sincere moral purpose* 

After the excellent psychological analysis and character 

drawing in Amelia* the Journal is indeed an anticlimax* 

There seems to be little doubt that it was the result 
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of financial necessity and an earnest desire for 

refom that caused yielding to undertake the Covent* 

Garden Journal, Certainly there was little literary 

interest, and less literary enjoyment in the series 

of essays which officially closed the career of Henry 

yielding. 

It ha3 been more or less customary to regard the 

Covent*Garden Journal as the disillusioned farewell 

which yielding gave to the reading public of the 18th 

century. Certain it is that the last essay Is the 

tone of a man wearied with the strenuous life of a 

Justice of the Peace and the attempts to bring people 

to a realization of their errors. It was not necessar¬ 

ily, however, the tone of a man disillusioned with all 

the world and society, and in the last piece from 

yieldingfs pen, the Journal of a Voyage to Lisbon, 

there is a recurrence of the "yieldingecque* humor 

end joy in living. The rather uninteresting and 

labored style of the Covent-Gprden Journal is replaced 

by a clear, humorously ironical tone which charmed 

the reader in Joseah Andrews and Tom Jones. The Covent. 
mmmmmtmrnmmmmmum urn n u i wmmmammmm 

Garden Journal is a decided anticlimax after the matured 

genius of Amelia, but the Journal of a Voyage to Lisbon 
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is the klhd of farewell that the true admirer of 

Fielding would desire — a simple, sprightly, and 

unconsciously nohle account of his own fatal ill¬ 

ness. 

After all the discussion of the problems of 

good and evil in the various novels end esseys, 

the question remains, was Fielding a philosopher? 

In the ordinary sense of the word he was not. He 

had no system of metaphysics, He gave no recount 

of the origin of the world, and he did not even 

give a consistent explanation of the origin of evil. 

However, as an exponent of the doctrine of natural 

goodness, and as a keen critic of the ethical theories 

of his contemporaries, he holds no small place among 

the 18th century English moralists. 

There are some obvious inconsistencies in his 

criticismg and in his own theories. He was actually 

a subscriber to the ethical theory which he ridiculed 

in Shanela and Joseph Andrews, but he placed the em¬ 

phasis more on the state of mind than on the material 

reward. He was an ardent enemy of the deists, but he 
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praises more then one philosopher whom we today class 

among the despised group# Fielding himself realized 

that the natural goodness of the human heart was not 

in itself the whole solution to the problem of man*a 

struggle against vice# But the fact that his concep¬ 

tions did undergo a revision is adequate proof that 

he was much more than a mere chronicler of the people 

and events of his own times# He was a man of rational, 

penetrating intellect, not soaring into the realms of 

the sublime, but having a comprehensive view of his 

age and the currents of thought therein# 

Apart from the purely literary interest of the 

essays and novels, the most interesting fact about 

Fielding*s work is that it is a consistent part of 

the general background of the 18th century# He was not 

a revolutionary thinker, nor was he dominated by the 

contemporary thought of the 18th century# He was of 

the century, but he is also of all times# Fielding 

had a clear, unclouded perspective of his environment, 

his contemporaries, and to a large extent of his own 

work# He is at once a critic and representative of 

the age in which he lived# 
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